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Note Book
The activities of the newly organised Junior Chamber of Commerce are • welcome shot-in-thearm to the general elves affairs
of Fulton I had the pleasure of
tatinng with one at the mernherS
the other day and I was somewhat dizzy after I learned all the
plans and projects they have on
their calendar for the next few
months.
Rity Williams. money-dispenser
at the eriandly Finance Company
here is president of the energetic
group of young men who have
gotten together to do some needed projects around town, and eo
enthusiastic have been the membets that they just meet anytime
something comes up and there's
always • good crowd on hand at
the meetings.
On Wednesday jt this week
the Jaycees put into motion one
of our inost urgently needed programs hereabouts when all of
them, in cooperation with the
local hospitals, had blood lasts
made and registered their vari• types at the hoapitala 60 that
when blood transfusions are needed In an emergency the hospital
has only to refer to the card file
and call some Jaycee member for
a donation
Actually the program is called
• Blood Bent, but because expensive facinUes are needed to
store the blood when it is taken,
the soung men hay
done the
next best thing and registered
their blood types with the vartow hospitals.
Heretofore wiien blood doreirs
have been needed at the hospitals public appeals wet e usually
made and oftentimes it was difficult to obtain the blood at a
moments notice Its a wonderful
program
The Blood Bank program is only one of a score of other cornlassoes" dmisispessim plots the
Jaycees have on hand. /n the
planning stage right nom Is a
fine project to sponsor a -Voice
of Democracy" contest when students from the area will be Invited to &reek on the sub lect of
Democracy and the winners entered in State competition. WPUL
has offered Its assistance in the
program so that perhaps the
speeches to be delivered by the
school students might be broadcast "live" to give the student
experience in speaking before a
wide audience of listeners.
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Jaycees Selling Up Local
Blood Donor Program
The newly-formed Jaycee organization in Fulton, scarcely two
weeks old, has undertaken to assist one of Fulton's most important civic projects . . . securing
blood types of all possible members and providing local hospitals
with rosters for emergency uses.
Jerry Warren, Chairman of the
Jaycee committee which is undertaking this project, told the News
Wednesday that "we are going to
try to get 100% of the Jaycees
here to join in this project and
have their blood typEd. Then we

Countians Win
Fair Honors
Several Fulton County 4-H
Club members took top honors
at the Kentucky State Fair last
week.
Don Collier, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hillman Collier of near Fulton showed the Grand Champion Jersey Cow In the 4-H Division at the State Fair, while
Dicky Collier, his brother Ares
the highest individual judge in
the State, 4-H Judging Contest.
Other members or the Dairy
Judging team were Ward and
George Burnette. This team placed third in the state contest.
A Fat Stock Team composed
of Pat Dowdy, J. B. Parker, Jr.
and Charles Mikel also represented Fulton County.
They were accompanied to the
Fair by County Agent, John B.
Watts,

are going to give this list to each
of the three local hospitals, so
that when emergency blood is
needed, it can be provided ' Warren stated that the typing is now
underway and expected to be
completed this week.
The Fulton Jaycees were incorporated with a charter membership of 40 here on September
5th. Ray Williams is the President.
About nine years ago a similar
project was undertaken by another local organization, and a very
splended service was rendered to
the community for several years
following. However, with many of
those on the origbaal roster having moved away tram the community, the current list of blood
types at the local hospitals is
quite small, and great difficulty
is often experienced in obtaining
some of the rare types of blood
in emergencies.

Two County Roads
Will Be Improved
The State department of Highways announce that bids will be
received October 4th for improvement of the following two roads
In Fulton County:
The Bondurant Road (OvmesSlew) from Ky. 94, approximately 2.5 miles west of W. C L of
Hickman to Ky. 1282, 1.8 miles
Bituminous Surface Class C-1
The Brownsville-T ennessee
State Line Road from Ky. 1282,
approximately 1.7 miles southwest
of Ky. 309 to the Tennessee State
Line, 2.3 miles. Bituminous Surface Class C-1.

Burnette, Hixson Enter
National Dairy Show 160 Attend Local
('evil Burnette and Elmer Hixson, of Fulton, have entered
Guernsey cattle in the corning MYF Meeting Here
Iniezbaliunal Diary Sag Which
is slated for Oct. 9 thrifts,timn
the International Amphi-theatre
of the Chicago Stock Yards. They
have listed a 3-year old bull and
two 2-year old cows in the competitions for the breed, according to W. E. Ogilvie, show manager.
The continent's largest diary
cattle exposition, the International brings together more than
2,000 of the best purebred dairy
cattle from this country and Canada for a "World Series" of the
dairy cow.

The Fult(,n First Methodist
Church M Y. F was host to the
Sub-District meeting Monday
night, Sept. 16, with one hundred
and sixty attending.
After • brief business meeting
presided over by the new president June Hargrove of Gleason,
Ten. the group enjoyed refreshments and recreation in the
church basement.
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Court Will Clarify Local
Integration Date This Week
The Fulton City Board of Education will not be required to integrate its high school at least until a conference on clarification of a Federal Court judgment
is held, it was learned in Paducah Tuesday.
An informal meeting for the purpose of clarifying
the judgment issued by judge Roy M. Shelbourne in an
integration suit brought against the School Board by
the National Association for The Advancement of Colored People, is expected to be held in Paducah not later
than Friday.
ATTENDANCE HONORS: Special recognition was
given at Tuesday's Fulton Rotary Club meeting to J.-0.
Lewis on completion of 19 years perfect Rotary attendance. Above, J. 0. is congratulated by President J. D.
Hales as Harvey3 Caldwell, Arch Huddleston, Jr. and
Leslie Weeks look on. (See story).

J. 0. Lewis Completes 19 Years Of
Perfect Rotary Attendance This Week
J. 0. ("Jim") Lewis is a
methodical sort of a fellow, as
anyone who has ever known him
will testify.
Just how methodical he is was
borne out to Fulton Rotarians on
Tuesday, when J. 0. casually
stepped into Smith's Rose Room
for the regular Tuesday Rotary
Meeting . . . and the completion
of 19 years' perfect Rotary attendance meaning that in the
past 19 years, J. 0. has attended
a Rotary meeting somewhere
each week.
According to Rotary's code of
attendance, a Rotarian is permitted to "make-up" his attendance
at any Rotary Club meeting in
the world in case he happens to
be away from his home club on
its regular meeting date, and the
secretary of the club he is visiting so notifies tlatketgestary of
Ste home Club OM attendance
was "made-up". Jim's travels
have included make-ups at such
distant points as Boston, Mass.,
Ft. Pierce, Fla., Louisville, Ky.
and Henderson, Tex.
J. 0. began his perfect attendance record in Fulton in 1938
while he was Superintendent of
the Fulton City Schools. He carried it to Mayfield and maintained it there while holding a similar school position; and then back
to Fulton when he returned to
manage WFUL. He is a member
of the business staff of WPM,
active in many civic, and district
affairs and a councilman-elect of
the Fulton City council.

Attorneys for the School Board
and the N. A A C. P. are expected to meet with Judge Shelbourne for the judgment clarification. Judge Shelbourne is
holding pretrial conferences this
week.
Federal Court handed down a
default judgment in the suit and
ordered the School Board to integrate the high school at the
start of the "next term or
semester."
The judgment was not signed
until after the present school.

Other members of the Fulton
Rotary Club who hold high attendance records (see picture)
posed with Jim for the occasion.
They include:
Arch Huddleston, Jr., who has
a perfect attendance since joining the Fulton Club about 9 years
ago; Leslie Weeks, who maintains that he has "forgotten" how
Neither Local Football
many years of perfect attendance
Team Has Lost A. Gown
he has, but fellow-members estimate the figure may be up near
Fulton vs. Martin Here
Jim Lewis's mark; Harvey CaldThe undefeated football teams
well, with five years, and the of Fulton and South Fulton will
current Club President, J. D. be out to keep their respective
Hales, with 3 years.
records clean this weekend, with
the Bulldogs playing here Friday night against Martin and the
Red Devils going to Gleason for
a game.
The Fulton-Martin gamer the
first in about eight years, will
The Annuel staff for 1957-58
Pit two.. ip,,Ig& that have
at Fulton High School has been *On
been battling
the
chosen as follows:
years, and promises local fans
Co-editors, Anne Fall and an enjoyable
evening. It will alPatsy Grooms; Photography Ediso be broadcast over W'FUL-FM.
tor, Judy Browning, assistant,
Last Friday night the Fulton
Linda Arrington; Advertising Bulldogs
notched their second
Editor, Barbara Boyd; Assistants, win with
a 25-0 victory over
Sue Moore and Diane Wright; Sharon, here.
Sports Editor, Harold Frazier;
The South Fulton Red Devils
Assistant, Allen Malo-White; As- will again
play off the home field
sistant, Afton Jackson.
this weekend, this time going to
Snapshot Editor, Gloria Hin- Gleason. In a conference game
ton; Assistants, Marion Black- against Greenfield last Thursday
stone, Jerry Page, Sandra Bowen night, the Red Devils fought to
and Bobby Merryman; Typists, a 0-0 tie, bringing the season reVirginia Page, Ella Doyle, Melba cord to one win and one tie.
Gore, Wanda Hawks, Jackie
Rawls, Susan McDaniel and Nina
Obion County Landmark
Worley.

Bulldogs, Devils
Seek To Keep
Clean Records

Fulton High Selects
'57-8 Animal Staff

term had started and both School
Board and the N. A. A. C. P. representatives did not know
whether the judgement means
that the school must be integrated at the start of the next semester in February, 1968, or in September, 1968,
Monday, Judge Shelbourne
said the judgment means that
the high school must be integrated this meinth. Howvver,
he said he would be glad to
clarify the judgment and issue
a supplement order in the case
If requested to do so by either
party to the suit.
Sixteen F'ulton Negro students
were allegedly refused admission
to the City high school in September UMW. In January, 1957,
pa rent; of the children filed suit
in Federal Court here against the
School Board.
Judge Shelbourne ordered the
School Board to submit by
March 25 a comprehensive plan
for the abolition of the alleged
unconstitutional acts complained
of in the suit.
The School Board failed to
comply with the order and Judge
Shelbourne handed down the default judgment in July.
Joseph Freeland, Paducah attorney hired by the N. A. A. C.
P. to file the snit prepared the
judgment and mailed it to Judge
Shelbourne in August. The court
was in vheetten reeves, and
Judge Shelbourne did not sign
the judgment until he rettirned
to the bench early in September,
a week after Fulton
High
School's fall term started.

Benefit CartIon Show At
Fulton Theatre Saturday

The Fulton Theatre in co-operation with the South Fulton P-TA will present a comedy and carWilliam Robert Stallin.s left
toon show Saturday morning,
Tuesday for Honolulu, where he
Sept 21.
is stationed in the U. S. Army,
The doors will open at 9.30 a.
after spending a 21-day furlough
m. and the show will begin at
Everything that the Jaycees Residents Receive $27756 here with his mother. Mrs. Joe
10 a. in., and will run for an
Fuller, and family.
seem to have on their agenda In Public Assistance
hour and 15 minutes.
Involves the whole community and
Residents of Fulton County reBurns On Tuesday
Admission will be good used
that's as it should be A street ceived $27,756 in August under
clothing for needy school chilA famous Obion County landdance and carnival is "in the Kentucky's four public assistance
dren, between the ages of six
mark, the 80-year-old residence
working" and that should be fun. programs — old age assistance,
and 16.
owned
by
and
Mr.
Mrs.
R.
E.
aid to dependent children, aid to
White on the old Woodland Mills
One member of the new organ- needy blind, and aid to permanJERRY ATKINS RETURNS
road just outside Union City, was
If you enjoyed the entertain- ceived a loud encore and will per- tee and a high
totally
and
ently
disabled.
isation told me: "Its really a
step she does
Jerry Atkins has returned to
produced last week by • form again.
ment
completely
destroyed
by
fire
payments
give
These
were
out
listed
for
with.
pleasure to go to a meeting of
his home in Atlanta after spendpunt-aimed group of up-and -coining
A roster of the future twirhng Tuesday morning.
Sure, they dropped their batthe club to see how every mem- the county:
ing a few days in Fulton with
repeat
there's
a
twirlers,
baton
loss
The
included
practically
ons sometimes
Old age assistance, $16,188; aid
ter gets Into the discussion and
sure the left experts is as follows:
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Smith
all furnishings, including many
throws out suggestions on how to dependent children, $9,714; aid performance in store for you. foot was out when It should
Atkins.
Class
I
antiques and rare books.
Fulton .nur be improved Usually to needy blind, $439; and aid to Barbara Boyd, daughter of Mr. have been the right and of course
Rita Craven, Brenda McBride,
and Mrs Paul Boyd of Pullen. some turned left and some ternea
you can go to a rneetsng and needy disabled, $1,415.
Jane
Graves, Cindy Homra, 'Perand one of Kentucky's most right when they
INAUGURATION SEPT. U
everybody Just sits there waiting
should have been ry Smith,
Mary Jo Westpheling,
talented twirlers told the News looking forward
Over 300 delegates, representfor somebody to say something,
IIIIHE TAXI PERMIT
. but who Gale Bushart,
Barbara Brown, ing state and federal governWednesday that her baton-twirl- cares
but its certainly not that way
someday when they Sharon
Verble Puckett, Fulton has ing
Moore, Merideth Miller, ments, universities and colleges,
classes will again march be- prance before the crowds,
In a Jaycee meeting."
all
The following were patients in
been notified by the Department fore
Jill Beard, Kathy Hyland, Betty will take
the football game at Memor- grown 'n everything,
part in the inauguration the local Hospitals Wednesday
we'll say
of Motor Transportation, his ap- ial Field
Beadles.
on Friday, Just as they "we remember when."
ceremony of Dr. Frank Graves morning.
This we think is community plication to operate one taxi in did last Friday.
Class U
Dickey as fifth president of the
Barbara
Boyd
this
city
will
be
sonieday
will
heard,
sit
Wed.
energy at its best and the memJackie Graves, Willa Bennett, University of Kentucky at 2 p. HAWS MEMORIAL
Barbara, who has had weekly In the grandstands at ole MemMrs. Charles Rushing, Wingo;
bers of the organisation are young Oct. 2 at 9:30 a. m. CST in the
classes of would-be baton tell- orial Stadium and watch her Florence Wiggins, Martha Hemp- m.' (CST) Tuesday, Sept. 24, in Mrs. Katherine Sheron,
enough to want to grow and old offices here.
Dukedom:
hill,
Nancy
Treas,
Carol
Dunn,
Memorial
Coliseum.
ing
experts
has
worked
all sum- little proteges twirling like twisMrs. Effie Sutherland, Lynnville;
enough to evaluate community
Donna
Campbell,
Sherri
Elliott.
SOLD OUT ALREADY
mer
with
the young people and ters and shell have fun rememJames McMillin, Union City; Mrs,
planning with mature judgement.
All tickets for the University a "reward" for their study was bering when those little fingers
NEW ROTARIAN
Clam HI
Ernest Morgan, Water Valley;
What is more their organisation
of Kentucky-Tennessee football for the entire class to appear on had a hard time making a figure
Mary Grant DeMyer, Jude
Joy Haynes, the new Illinois Mrs. Mary Lou Cooper, Martin;
is welcomed by the senior Chamgame No. 23 have been sold, ac- the football field for the open- eight with the baton.
Hoodenpyle, Ann Bowers, Martha Central trairimaster in Fulbxe Jim Vowel/. Martin; Clyde Jackber of Commerce who have offcording to information released ing football game. They did well
Little Gale Bushart, daughter DeMyer, Judy Owen, Sara Jane was received as a new member son, Water Valley; Nathan Copered as well as solicited support
by the UK Athletic Department and entertained the spectators as of
Mrs
Glynn Bushart was Hall, Terry Thomas, Kathy Camp- by the Fulton Rotary Club Tues- len, Pryorsteug; Mrs. G. A. liarIn their undertakings.
only the small fry can. They re- elected mascot for the majoret- bell.
and Alumni Association.
rington, Water Valley; !red Wade,
day.
Crutehfield; Mrs. Ethel Calhoun,
And in order to get some knowMrs. Otis Sizzle, W. R. Box, Wilhow on how other clubs in the
lie Gore, J. B Lee, Mrs. Roy
State are progressing and how
Stewart, and Tubb Yates all of
am gin
those clubs are impeoving their
Fulton.
Individual communities, the local
JONES HOSPITAL
How
old
is
Fulton?
in
quoting
1857 from another III- 1938, both quoting the same ac- !roses (quote)
will (muse it to outstrip all its
club plans to send several deleMrs. Gertie Yates, Dukedom;
That depends on which paper inois Central source. On July 4, count thusly:
"In 1858 the land upon which neighbors, and in a few years Mrs. Willard Outland. Wingo;
gates to the State Convention
1934 Charles N. Burch, who at
"Fulton did not rise to the Fulton has been built was owned will become the home of 25,119 Mrs. Ray Terrell, Martin; Lloyd
when it convenes soon. And do you read.
For the record, Fulton was that time was general solicitor of dignity of a village before 1861, by B. F. Carr, Dr. 0. W. Paschall or more people, with all the apyou know that already the FulBone, W. H. Scott, Paul Cluuadton Jaycee group is lamer than founded late in 1860 and called the Southern Lines of the nu- when the Paducah and Memphis and one or two others. The sur- purtenances and up-to-datnees of ler, Kelly French, Mrs. Glenn
"Fulton
Station"
Fulton
after
nois Central System, stated the railroad (as it wa.s then named) vey of the C. 0. & S. W. railroad a thoroughly metropolitan city,," Clark, Mrs. Lewis Patrick,
so,,; of the established clubs in
D. L.
the State. So that means that County, says the Illinois Central following in an address before was built, stopping at State was made about that time and the
These and other historical re- Mayhall and Guy Upton all of
road built through from Louisnearly all of INIton's young men railroad in its "Main Line of Mid 10,000 persons in Fulton:
cords are being preserved at the Fulton.
"When the panic of 1857 susare members of the Jaycee club America" 100-year-old history,
The ADVERTISER account was ville . . . . It is said that W. T.
FULTON HOSPITAL
published in 1950, and we quote: pended all railway construction, factually lifted from the FUL- Woolridge erected a frame store NEWS office for future reference
and raring to go.
Mrs. W. A. Campbell, Cayce;
"Late In 1860 the (New Orleans the road was practically complete TON LEADER account of August building on the site of the C. 0. in compiling histories and factual Fred Farmer, Dukedom; Mrs. J.
historical
editions
about
Fulton.
We take this means of siring and Ohio Railroad company) to Rives, Tenn., and trains were 1915 published in an "Illustrated & S. W. depot in 1861 and open- THE NEWS welcomes
contribu- N. Rhodes, Water Valley; Luther
a lusty welcome to the new Jun- completed the railroad to the running between Padech and the Fair and Industrial edition", mis- ed the first store, a grocery . .." tions of old newspapers
Valley;
Mrs.
Pickens,
Water
and
other
The LEADER'S 1911 account
ion Chamber of Commerce organ— Kentucky-Tenneseee line (from Kentucky-Tennessee ling where quoting the name of the railroad
Valley;
Bob
James
Water
Tuck,
records
to
its collection for fuization in Fulton and may we Mayfield) where a station was a station had been erected and that founded Fulton and appar- would suggest that back in 1861 ture reference
Pillow. Wingo: Mrs Joe Bowers,
and
reproduction.
erected
at
point
the
selected
as
named 'Fulton' for the county". ently erring on the date also.
there must have been a few
extend a big helpinz hand to
Hayes Bryan, Mrs. R. V. Putnam,
the creasing of the Cairo extenThis week, the Fulton LEADWe presume that Fulton Sta- Sr, C. W. Burrow, O'Neal Jones,
Neither had apparently consult- houses already here, to support
them whenever they need us .
tion was established in 1860, even Willie Starks, Mrs. Ben Jenkins,
and we hope you'll do the same sion of the Miedsulpgi Central ER apparently set the date back ed an earlier account appearing a grocery. It continues:
railroad."
a year to 1861 in an account taken in the Fulton LEADER April 8,
"Already possessing a popula- though the Illinois Central does Mrs. Georgia Hill, B. B. StephenLast week, THE NEWS appar- verbatim from the FULTON AD- 1911, which was vague on histor- tion of MO or more, Fulton is hint at contradicting its own test- son, Mrs. Mike Pry and Mrs. VeGO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
ently set the date up three years VERTISER edition of May 26, ical date but liberal with pro just entering upon a career that imony.
ra Breshears all of Fulton.
111ETUIINS TO HONOLULU

Pint-Sized Baton Twirlers To Perform

HOSPITAL NEWS

ow Old Is Fulton?- -Hysterical Records Differ

Trooper Rogers Is
Stationed In Fulton
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SUCCESSFUL HOMEMAKING
By Marie Holland
Home Demonstrator, Kentucky Utilities
Once upon a tune. and not so
long ago, it was fashionable for
all lovely ladies not to know how
to cook or at least pretend not
to know. My; How times have
changed.
Today a woman can look like
a cream confection but she's got
to know how to make one too.
It's easier than you think to
claim your share of that special
envy reserved for good cooks.
The very first test your cooking
meets is its loots. Food, like a
person, is judged first by appear-

Sept 20• Jackie Ildwards, W.
5. Bell, Tommy Strange, Clyde
Williama Jr, Mrs. Jesse Fields,
Margaret
Jana Lowe; ewe. 21
Hall, Billy Joe King, Mak Ann
Strayhorn, Tan Bowen, Deborah
Laird, Ken BowUn: SePt, 22: Mrs•
5. IL Taylor, R. A.. Powlkas:
Sept. 33: R. W. Boyles: Sept. 26:
Forest Preach, Mrs. J. H. Reberson, Mrs. W. E. Baucorn. Mina
M. White, Howard Powell, H. W.
Conaughtoti. Zdye Dowdy; 860U: William David Lem. Mrs. Eva
Cruce, Hanel Grissom, Brenda
Wiggins, Leon
Woods, Luella
Browder; Sept. 28: Billy Ayers,
Prank Wiggins, Mrs. J. A. Hickman; Sept 27 Johnny Holland,
Barbara Rice, Willie Rice, Jean
Dallas, David Short.

ance Its takes such a little doing to make either attractive You
can have iota of imaginative. appetite-whetting tricks. They are
all very simple, very easy.
Here are a few simple garnishes that you will love. 'nip fruit
cup with
Whole berries, sprigs
of mint or bails of fruit sherbet. Top soup before serving with
A sprinkle of minced parsley,
chives or watercress. A spoonfull
of salted whipped cream, or a
thin slice of lemon. Garnish fish
with
Lemon or Orange slices

THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

'TR be a little late. Even though school's over, Dad says
mu* keep up my Domestic Science Studiesr

WPSD - TV
Sept. 16 — Sept. 25
DAILY (Mee. arm

Sunday — Monday — Tuesday — Wednesday
.
BROADWAYS HOMING"SUCCESS.14
IS ON 'THE SCREEN I
20ai Century-Pee reiseass

JAYNE MAIISREID
'Will Success Spoil

RockHunter?
t*
TONY

*
DRAKE
Joni
BLOM

OPemsAscoog
ad 011111161.1

llama Ian

FRANK TASHUN

1000
10:30
1100
11:30
12:30
11:30
1:00
2:00
2:45
300

rou

Tic Tic Dough
It Could Be You
Tex and Jinx
Club 60
Bride and Groom
Tuesday only R. F D. 6
NBC Matinee
Queen for a Day
Modern Romances
Comedy Time

(sprinkled with finely chopped
parsley or paprika.) Grapefruit
sectiorui, Tomato wedges or slices.
On meet platter arrange Broiled fruits, with broiled meats,
or
Jellied
cranberry
cut-outs
prangs% slices with poultry, stuffed primes, applesauce or spiced
apples with pork. pineapple slices
or spiced peach halves with ham,
mint Jelly with lamb.
Choose vegetables for. Contrast
in color and shape, red beets with
green beans, yellow carrot strips
with green
white
peas, tiny
onions with slivered green beens.
Top vegetables with: Bright paprika or grated cheese, cheese
sauce, hard-cooked egg slices or
wedges. Serve salads on . Crisp
greens. Garnish with sprigs of
watercress, parsley or mint. Thin
strips of pimiento. green pepper
rings, tomato wedges or slices.
Tap pudding desserts with: Fresh.
frown or canned berries. Cubes
of bright fruit gelatin, surround
molded or frozen desserts with
ring of fresh fruits or berries.
See how easy it is to have atfood. Just
tractive
remember
simple garnishes like soft music.
are best to woo man's spirit.

SPECIAL
Wallpaper
SALE
Up to 60c Values
Coffee Shop—Julep Room
Delicious Food in •
Friendly Atmosphere

c
29
_Parra

Only a step assay /MN
your asiskossa activities at

—
EXCHANGE
Furniture Co.

I NASHVILLE Tenne

207 Church

Phone 35

3:30
3:30
4:00
4:30
4:35
4:40
4:45

Western Theatre
Friday only Fran Finks
Friday only Cartoons
Nelis
Weather
Snorts
Nets
THURSDAY

5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00
10:30

Gene Autry
Tic Tac Dough
Best of Grouch°
Star and Story
Whirlybirds
High-Low
Command Performance
Million $ Movie
News
FRIDAY

5:60
3:30
5:45
6:00
6:30
7:00
730
800
845
9:0C
9.30

Cartoons
Outdoor Reporter
Football Preview
Blondie
Life of Riley
The Hunter
Passport to Danger
Cavalcade of Sports
Red Barber
Date With Angels
News
SATURDAY

11:15 4-H Program
1145 Fury
12:15 Durocher Show
12:25 Major League Baseball
•Chiwo vs Milwaukee"
horned. foNwing baseball NCAA
Football
Texas A & M vs Maryland
5:00 Cartoons
5:30 People Are Funny
6:00 Perry Como
7:00 Polly Bergen
7:30 Dollar A Second
800 Encore Theatre
8:30 Hit Parade
9:00 Lawrence Welk
10:00 Studio Wrestling

1 -00
1:30
2:00
3:00
3:30
4:00
4:30
500
3:30
6:00
7:00
7:30
COO
830
10:15

5:00
5.30
6:00
6:30
700
9:00
10:00

110111-.CAKING ia■ 'MU FLOW1111110
art= yields of tap quality wheel and other sena grains sue
'goer assurance of lower production omits and sure polka.
Pasted Soil Rudders supply plant antrients le the proper
balance to produce rapid powth—vigerous root systeass-strong. healthy piante Hunt sited Seely. and well Aged heeds
Sir top yields
Plan now to use DARLINGS PILLETED Sod Badiders
egi yew wheat this WI.

CITY
210 Mulberry

COAL
Fulton

COMPANY
Phone 51

IIICK.MAN MINSTREL
A home-produced minstrel
show will be given in Hickman
on the nights of October 3-4, with
J. C. McClellan as interlocutor.
The show is being written and
directed by Carlos Lannotri and
Ro Gardner.
8:00 This Is Your Life
8:30 Badge 714
900 Million II Movie
10.30 News

NORTH FUTON

Roy Rogers
Quarterback Club
Restless Gun
Cross Current
Million $ Movie
Welk Tunes and Talents
News

Roy Rogers
Nat -King" Cole
Laymen's Witness
Hamilton Brothers
Overseas Adventure
.
,
Meet McGraw
Telephone Time
Californians
Million $ Movie
News

5:00 Gene Autry
5:30 Wagon Train
6:30 Curly Cole
7:00 American Legend
7:30 My Hero

ST
Thu

Up Oa* Minos
The Bell Company of Moeda
haa added • million telephone,
the past five years.

Gorham — Towle — Wallace
Lunt — Intsenational — Heirloom — Steeling
Bulova — Elvin — Gruen — Hamilton
Bennis Watches
Lanvin.. — Whittnaur
Largest Selections
In Western

9
S

Lindsey
Jewel/Fr.

Kentucky

Mayfield and Murray

Cook with

confidence
pride
servo with

Drive-In-Theatre
se 51-3 Mlles North

Closed Mon & Thurs.

FRI-SAT-SUN
2 BIG HITS
— No. 1 Starts 7:15 —
TASK FORCE

u s• a modorn

Gary Cooper — Jan• Wyatt
No. 2 Starts 915

range

LOOK WHO'S
LAUGHING
Edgar Bergen—Charlie McCarthy
steam MeGEE it MOLLY

Every Ties & Wed
IMIGADI KITES

75c A CARLOAD
STARLITE
DRIVE-IN THEATRE

GIRL'S

BO ;

UNION CITY HIGHWAY

First Quallt
Heel and

4 pr

SUN-MON, SEPT. 22-23
(Starts at 8:30)
RED

RIDES

•

A GAINII

TUESDAY
5:00
5•30,
6:00
6:15
6:30
7 00
7:30
600
8 30
10:00

00 TO CHURCH SUNDAY

A contract for construcUon on
the Pewitt road in Fulton county
has been awarded the Lyons &
Breeden of Rogersville, Tenn. according to an announcement by
Robert Humphreys, Kentucky
Commissioner of Highways
The company submitted a low
bid of $66,719.05. The contract
calls for: grade, drain and bank
or creek gravel. 2.101 miles

THURS.-FRL, SETT DAM
(StarU at 830)
TEENAGE REHM
SUNDAY
Ginger Rogers, Michael Rennie
also
This is the Answer
(Starts at 6- 45)
Look Here
UTAH BLACKS
Maurice Chevalier's Paris
Rory Calhoun
With
Navy Men
Outlook
SATURDAY, SEPT. 21
Meet the Press
PLS INILL PROGRAM —
—
My Friend Flicks
(Starts at 8:35)
Ted Mack
SEVEN MEN FROM NOW
The Way
With Randolph Scott
Steve Allen
also
Willy
(Starts at 6:45)
Racket Squad
A CRY IN THE NIGHT
The Webb
With Natalie Wood
Million $ Movie
also
News
(Starts at 950)
GIRLS IN THE NIGHT
MONDAY

WEDNESDAY

DARLING'S SOIL BUILDERS

Glenn Rogers, Fulton, graduated from the Kentucky State
Police training academy, Frankfort, on August 23 and has been
temporarily stationed in the Fulton area.
Following a soon-expected addition to his family, Trooper
Rogers and his family will be
stationed in the Elizabethtown
area, the News was advised thisl
week.

also
MIAMI EXPOSE'
With Patricia Medina
TUBS-WED., SEPT. 24-25
THE SEARCHERS
Vera Miles
John Wayne,
also
(Starts at 6:45)
KILLER'S KISS
With Frank Silvera

FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS
Long Term — Low Interest
No appraisal fee
You pay only for the time that you use
the money.

From the minute your hand
sets the oven controls—you
can relax, confident-of plc- tune-perfect results. -Whether you bake,
broil or roast, everything's under control
—electrically. And when dinnertime rolls
around, you just can't help popping a little
with pride. And why not? A wonderful
cook and an electric range are perfect
partners always. Have you picked out your
modern electric range yet? Do it today.
••••••••••••••••

THESE WOMEN!

By d'Aleesio

Contract Lst For Pewitt
Road In Fulton County

Uv• PON,... Metrically
with FULL
HOUSEPOWEI
1141 Mautopowir, roovIdel Fe, the
imi OMNI
aliewealani, *co...wok& too It4 opplioneits you now ewn—ond thew
-.01111‘1104
ye.. will odd In th• lows
WIriag that iwirrielas PuS Heys•pnworIs as
in.•stavent la batter living. Coll *or *Me* ••
ash yew •14Ktreirel sealtalasi *bawl IM Certified
pia".

Obion Weakley Nat'l Farm Loan Amin
A. C. Fields, Sec-Tress
Tel 453, Union City, Tennessee

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

SEE 0
BIG 4-P
Circular
Other B
gains.
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SALE
STARTS

ENDS

Thursday

SEPT. 30th
BROWN

"BONUS"

DOMESTIC

PANTIES

• 39" Wide
• 64x60 Thread Count
• While It Lasts

• Ladles Rayon
• More Stretch—Longer
• White and Colors—Sizel
l ill

BLANKETS
• Full 70'86 Size
• Beautiful Blended
Plaids

44c

5 yds. $1.011

I Canada
phones in

Think of it A Pair of
3% WOOL

LimititeACasbmer

WASH CLOTHS
WHILE THEY LAST

ling

• Solids
• Stripes
LARGE CANNON

TOWELS

LADIES' ORLON

BLOUSES
Coat Sweaters
$1.98
.88

•Capitals' and Cottons
•Newest Fabrics and
Styles
• Sizes 32 thru 44

'nay

•All Colors and Sires $2
• Sizes 34 to 40
• Fall Bargain Price

59e VALUE
• In solid colors and stripes-20m
•Stock Up Now At This low, Low Price

29c

An Outstanding Value!
LARGE DELUXE

HOUSE OF rERFECTION
Beautiful

TOWELS

House Dresses

22x44 Slight kr. Fleiderest-4L49 Valises
White and Pastel Color

• Compare in

Quality and
Style to $515 Dreams

88c

$2.95 and $3.95

wnn.E

THEY LAST

TYPE 112

CHENILLE BED SPREADS

SHEETING
44c
76" Wide
4k
87" Wide
• Light Weight Brown

Nylon Stoles
$2.95

Buy a Lifetime Utility Weight Bedspread

Be In The Swirl — Newest Colors

Sizes
22 to 28

‘1111160--

$32

• Corduroy Chenille
• Many Beautiful Colors
• During This Sale Only

$3.95

T-smairs

•Size
•72 x 99

$1.98

• Size
•81 x 99

BELMONT BED SPREADS

PILLOW CASES 42x36
_ 39c
80 x 80 thread count - size 42 x 96 __ 39c

Boy's Long Sleeve

Men's Long Sleeve

In Sizes 8—M- I

Gingham

Gingham

3 for $1.00

SHIRTS

SPORT SHIRTS

GIRLS'

• Slam 7 Is 12

That last and last Quality that counts — also
look at these prices and buy up a stock now!
Not Type 128 But 134 Threads per inch.

$2.98

Just The Thing for Back-ToSchool Champs — Boy's Rooms
or In Any Bedroom

MEN'S WHITE

• Bead Knot Fringe
• Asserted Styles

SHEETS

•Assorted Plaids $1
• Sizes 6 to 16

19

• Assorted Colors
and Patterns
• Sixes S-M-L

'
IA

Boys First Quality
Men's Long Sleeve

Nationally Advertised Bogs'

SOCKS

GIRL'S TRIPLE ROLL

BOBBY SOX

• Blazer Stripe • Nylon Re-

• 4 Pairs to Cello Bag

SPORT SHIRTS
• A Beautiful
Selection of
.
Plaid Patterns tiN
• Sixes S-M-L IF8

BRIEFS

inforced Heel and Toe

First Quality, Nylon Re-bdereed • Sizes 6 to 11111
Heel and Toe. Sizes R to 11

Underwear

E-Z Bread
In Sizes 2 to 18

5k

BLANKETS

MEN'S PLASTIC

4 prs.

S1.00

4 prs. $1.00

RAINCOATS
• All Seams Sealed
To Prevent Leaking
• Sizes S-M-L-XL

WITH THE LUXURY LOOK
•Individually Boxed
• Pastel Colors for Every Taste
• Wide Satin Binding
• Nylon, Rayon and Cotton

$1.88 $5.49
and $6.95

POLO SHIRTS
• Nice Plaids and Solids
• Sanforised
• Famous Brand
Names
• Sises 1 thru 6

91c

•During Our Fall Op.-big
Infants' Hand Made Embroidered

Slips 81 Gowns
• Good Buy At $1.66
THIS SALE
ONLY

VC

BETTER

DRESS GOODS
• With the Drip-Dri Finish

See our outstanding selection of . .

• Made to sell for 98e to $1.19

FABRICS FOR FALL
PRINT For DRESSES ‘41111.E

IT LAST

BROADCLOTH
GINGHAM
SUITING

PILLOW TUBING
PERCALE

Pinwale washable.
Regular $1,29 value.
36" Wide
White and ('olors

QUILT BUNDLES

Unbleached
72 x 941
Full 2 Pounds

11111 4i14

69c

"•

3
yci. 88c

•Sanforized

COTTON BATTS

3 yds. $1.
5'

JEANS
•Sizes 6 to 16

yd. 4

341" wide — Fine
quality muslin

Nimble Thimble fine dress
Percale for school dresses

CORDUROY
OUTING

55c yd.
or 2 yds. $1.00

yd. 6

Ideal tor dresses, skirts and
drapes, etc. Keg. 98e value.

Bleached Domestic "QUESSHEETINtsTION MARK" brand.

SEE 01111
BIG 4-Page
Circular for
Other Bargains.

4 yds.

3 yds. $1.00
Ivy League stripes.
Reg. 9Se to $1.19

BOY'S 10 OZ. WESTERN

Special Price. White It Lasts

DISH CLOTHS

$159

CANNON

—yd. 39c

Large Multi Colors

Even kind of pattern
imaginable in Manna bag- ea. 59c
Full 1 Ya pounds.

12 for 88c

WES - TENN DEPARTMENT STORES
LAKE STREET,FULTON,KY.

— INCORPORATED --

LAKE STREET,FULTON,KY.

Does Railroading Have A Future ??
"Yes concludes an important study
of the next 10 years in transportation.
because railroads out oni-perforni all
their competitors and because the
need for tranoportation is expanding
at a rapid rate.
The following condensation from
an article on the future of railroading
is taken from the Current Illinois
Central magazine. The NEWS believes it is thoughtful reading matter
for young men around Fulton:
"Late last year, a research organization (Transportation Facts, Inc.)
was given the assignment of looking
at all domestic transportation today
—and tomorrow. These researchers
were put to work by a group of railway suppliers, the people who make
the rail ties, cars, locomotives, signals, office machines and other tools
that railroads use daily. These suppliers had a question in mind too: "Is
there a future for us in railroading?"
They needed to know because their
employes and their stockholders depend on railroad business for earnings.
"The answer is encouraging news
to railroad workers and their families. Research came up with this impressive fact:
"By 1965, the railroads will be
called upon to haul 880 billion tonmiles of freight per year. This is an
increase of 41 per cent over 1955
traffic ... nearly half again as much
work for railroaders to do in just ten
years.
"This prediction of a ten-year rise
in freight traffic is the heart of the
study released by the railway suppliers through their national organization, the Railway Progress Institute.
When properly related to one another, these statistics tell a story
of tomorrow. Over the years, trends
have been established which can
reasonably be expected to continue.
For example, the RPI study points
out that 12,000 ton miles of freight
were moved to "supply" every American household in 1900. By 1955 it

took 27,000 ton miles to do the job.
We can expect each household to require 33,000 ton miles by 1965. And
since the 1965 adult population can
be prophesied with fair accuracy, the
total transportation job for that year,
and the years between, can be plotted.
Railroad transportation ranks first
from the point of view of doing a better job while using up less of America's most vital natural resources:
land and fuel. Other transport gobbles up eleven times as much fuel annually as do the railroads, but they'
move fewer ton miles. A railroad
right-of-way, 50 to 100 feet wide, can
-mob* far more tonnage than a fourlane highway with its 250-foot-wide
swath. Furthermore, railroads reach
into the hearts of our cities and industrial concentrations without becoming ensnarled in the congestion
which is rapidly enveloping our
urban areas.
A flanged steel wheel rolls on steel
rail with very little friction. A freight
car, given a 60-mile-per-hour push,
will roll five miles or more on a level
track before stopping. A truck of the
same capacity, going the same speed
in neutral gear on a concrete highway, will travel only a mile before
stopping.
Go to work for the railroads? "I
still would ..."says Wayne A. Johnston, president, Minois Central Railroad." . When I completed reading
the RPI study. I was glad to have this
confirmation of something that I have
long believed. Namely, that railroading has a bright future. On the Illinois
Central this is particularly true. Today we have a stronger railroad than
ever before. Our financial house has
been put in order. Our territory is
booming with new industry. Our
physical plant — cars, locomotives.
buildings, tracks and bridges — is in
the finest condition at any time in
our history. Our employes can't be
beaten. If I were coming out of school
today. I still would cast my fortunes
with the Illinois CentraL"

SERMONETTE

Does God Have A Face?

ings of all the philosophers, prophets,
and mystics since time began. God
stands revealed in the character of
Him who cleanses the lepers, restires
sight to the blind, forgives to woman
taken in adultery, and sheds His
blood for the redemption of mankind.
WE SEE AND hear God as we see
Jesus walk over the dusty roadsides
of Judea and Galilee and hear Him
say to His disciples: "Learn of Me,
for I am meek and humble of heart."
It was His ministry of mercy and
love that inspired His disciple, St.
dui, to give the noblest definition of
God ever uttered, when he said
simply, "God is love." We cannot
understand the essential Christian
'message that God is love until we
have seen our Lord. It is by reading
the Gospels that we see Christ living.
WHEN CHRISTIANS have allowed this vision of a God of love to fade,
and to be replaced by a God of vengeance, cruelty, and wrath, they have
stained the pages of history with
some if the worst crimes in its long
annals. But when this vision has remained, it has inspired the noblest
enterprises of Christianity.
Man has never been satisfied to
know God in the abstract. We want
to see Him and discover Him as a
real person with an actual life and
character. This is what Christ does
for us. It is in Him that the face is
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS seen and the personnal character is
revealed.
"Best AN Around" in class in Kentucky

By Rev. John A. O'Brien,
University of Notre Dame
RUFUS JONES tells of a little
child who was being put to bed by
his mother. After she had given him
her good-night kiss, she turned out
the light and started for the door.
Suddenly the little child realized the
loneliness and the darkness which he
would be enduring alone.
"Am I to be left alone, and in the
dark, too?" he asked anxiously. "Yes,
my dear", replied the mother, "but
you know you have God with you all
the time."
"Yes I know God is here," said the
child, "but I want someone who has
a face."
Such too is the anxious, wistful cry
of all humanity. We know that God
is near us, but we want to have a
more vivid sense of His reality. We
want to experience His presence in
our world.
THE BEST picture we can ever
acquire of God is that offorded by the
person of Jesus Christ, the untarnished mirror of the Most High. "No one
has at any time _seen God," declared
St. John. "The only-begotton Son,
Who is in the bosom of the "Father,
He has revealed Him."
Uniting in Himself the nature of
man and the nature of God, Christ
gives us a better and truer picture
of God than can be found in the writ-
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Make wisdom your provision for
the journey from youth to old age,
for it is a more certain support than
all other possessions.
—Diogenes
To clean rusty knife, plunge the
blade into an onion and leave it for
a short time.
Leaky overshoes may be made
water proof by putting adhesive tape
over the inside. Try the same treatment on torn umbrellas and raincoats.
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FARM AND HOME NOTES

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
THE NEWS welcome* expresdona from its readers. Such
Items most be signed but
name will be ostumitted trim
publication If requested.
Editors,
Fulton News:
I— enjoyed reading the news.
while visiting my brother and
sister in law, Mr. and Mrs. Clint
Reed, last week. Am enclosing
check for $3 00 please send paper
to me.
Mrs J. S. Watson
2,326 State St
New Orleans, La.

Egg production by farm flocks
in Kentucky during July was
estimated at 88 million eggs, compared with 84 million for the
same month a year ago
brussels
cabbage and
When
sprouts begin to smell strong in
cooking it is a sign they are being over-cooked, and the sulphur
they contain is breaking loose.
The steam pressure cooker is
the only reliable canner for all
vegetables except tomatoes; with
it's use, the temperature can be
kept above the bottling point
MOISTURE MEASURE
A simple electrical device may
some day help farmers tell when
to irrigate. The device measures
moisture stress in a plant which
indicates the plant's moisture
needs.

Jo

have now arrived !
Sell
for
You
stor

• New colors, shades and
shapes, including the new
"pinch-fronts"

Ask

• New bands, including the

in

vertical stripes

$8.95 to $20
Other fur felts $5. $6.95, $7.50

RICE'S MEN'S WEAR
Main Street

Fulton
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CAYCE NEWS
Clarice Deaduraet •

grandson. Danny, have returned
Irmo a vacation trip to Louisville, Hy. 'They also visited other
points of interest in Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Lusk and
children attended the Rodeo in
Cape Gtreoudo, Mo. Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Talmage Corsun
of Akron, Ohio are spending their
vacation with Mrs. Mayme amerce and Mrs. =fie Roper.
Mr. Bone agricultural teaelver
carried five of his boys to enter
the Judging contest in Louisville
State fair over the Irma end.
Eddie Moaley was one of the
team. They were thrilled to meet
Pit Boone
Mr and Mrs. Chester Wade
sad Kenny Lane spent Mae week
end in St. Louis Mo. and attended the ball game.

Mr. and Mrs. W. W Koonce
were last Sunday dinner guests of
Mrs. Alms Wall and Harold.
Mr. and Mrs B. P. Cullum of
St. Louis Mo visited last week
with her sister, Mrs. E. C. Mosley and Mr. Mosley.
Mrs. Milton Bennett and children John Miles and Myra Lynn,
Mrs. Blowbelt, Miss Lynette Oliver and Mrs. Ethel Oliver of Memphis. Tenn spent Tuesday night
with gr. and Mrs Cheater Wade
and Mrs Edna Alexander. Mrs.
gignaloder
Oliver stayed
of the week.
Mr. and Mrs Robert Lowery
and daughter of St Louis Mo.
are visiting Mr and Mrs Wilson
Fowler and daughters they were
Thursday night dinner guests of
Mrs. Charles Lowe •
Kr. and Mrs. E. C. Mosley.
lir. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hodges
were Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles A. Sloan and from Lansing. Michigan and Mrs.
John Powell Erninerson of Fuldaughters in Covington; Tenn.
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Allen and ton were in Pierce one day last
week saying "Hello to old friends."
Harmon Pierce will enter Murray State College this week.
Kelly French was a patient in
Jones Clinic several days.
Mis. lik>rtle Orleans spent Friday with Mrs. Maggie Cape.
Mrs. Era Brown of Milburn,
Ky. spent last week with Mrs. C.
K. Lowe
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Demyer of
Lansing, Michigian have been visiting relatives for several days.
Dewitt Matthews hiss been on

the sick list.
Mrs Jack Lowe is able to be up

Mr
cries in the

rven months
ercent fewer

WITH

•

trs

A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Wiggins of
Water Valley, Route 2, are the
proud parents of a nine pound,
one Apinoe baby boy, born Sept.
12, at 4:44 a. m. at Fulton Hospital.

trs

A GIRL
Mr and Mrs. John Meketi of
Aurora. Ill., are the proud parents
of an eight pound baby girl, born
Sept. 8, Mrs. Meketi is the daughter of Mrs. J. H. Pond of Fulton.

IT'S A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Coleman
of Dayton, Ohio are the proud
AU% PIC
parents of a six pound baby girl,
Tina Marie, born Sept. 9, at 11:32
trA5iifR
Sept. 9. The baby weighed seven
a. m. at Fulton Hospital.
pound.., 11 ounces and was named Mark Campbell Franklin.
'its. Pell
ITS A GIRL
Mrs. Franklin is the daughter
Mee's. &GI
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Bonduof Mr. and Mrs Clifton Camp- Lew Sewn payssent"rdL
rant, Jr., of Mayfield are the
4,
P'ulton.
bell of Route
and Easy Teem
proud parents of a daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin's adFonda Jean, born Sept. 9 at the
dress Ls Apartment 7, 106 Ea.
Fuller and Gilliam Hospital in
tease
an Slats
Ilth Ave., Anchorage, Alaska.
Mayfield. The baby weighed
eight pounds, 10 ounces.
TEL
f
140
%..S
9
ARR
miE HC)
Mrs. Bondurant is the former
C
2 ti
Artie Marie Owens, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Owens of
etKI
Fulton, Route 4.

These three Scotsmen will lead the Black Watch, the
world-famous Royal Higsland Regiment, when its full
corps of pipes and drums, regimental band and Highland dancers provide a spectacle of marching ceremonies, music and dancing at the Kentucky Fair and
Exposition Center October 15. The pride of Scotland's
soldier-musicians will tour America for 11 weeks this
fall.
The 100-Man musical-marching-dancing aggregation
is being brought to Louisville by The Courier-Journal
and The Louisville Times, and proceeds from the performances will go to the Louisville Fund and The Ken- trs A GIRL
tucky Press Fund for crippled children.
Mrs. Kenneth Lemond of FulTickets will be available in mid-Septem',.:r by writ- ton Is the proud mother of a
pound. one ounce baby
ing The Courier-Journal and The Louisville Times, seven
girl, born Sept. 15, at 11:22 p.
Louisville 2, Kentucky. Prices are $3, $2 and $1 and in., at Fulton Hospital. The baby's
father was killed in an automoperformance time is 8p. mr (CDT).

after several days Illness
Mr. and Mrs. Shirley.. Piente of
Portland Ore. sliest a few days
last we
with Mrs. Christine
Pierce and other reiativen This
A PROUD CHILD
la Marten nrst visit her in thirty
118 A NAPPY CHILD
three years.
Mrs C L Lowe is spending a
a Wurlitzer
two weeks vacatirm in
Flint.
and will be sadly missed by re
Michigan with bar daughter and
Piano develops pride
NEWS latives and friends. Services were
son-In-law Mr
and Mrs. Bill
of accomplishment.
Freeman.
Mn.meerr Walden • held Wednesday afternoon at the
Methodist Church in Beelerton
Mrs. Tom
Brown
and son
with burial in the Rock Spring
Wayne of Sturgis, Ky. spent a
Mr and Mrs. John Howell Jr
few days of last week with her and Mrs. John Ladd returned to cemetery.
mother and father Mr. and Mrs. their home Wednesday evening
Mr and Mrs. W. k Baker St.
thaws City, Tom.
Riley Smith.
from their vacation in Colorado Louis, ?do. visited Mn; Willie Hill
Springs, Colorado with Mr. and over the week end.
Mrs. Iris Enl Howell and in OklMr. and Mrs. Br.:an Keartry.
ahoma City, Okla. with Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Mme: Walston visMrs. Arnell Jackson and family. ited Mr. Ben Moore Sunday evenThey also enjoyed points of in- ing.
IT COSTS NO MORE TO HAVE THE BEST—
terest In six othher states.
Af2C
Airman Orin Farmer
Mr and Mrs. Elvis Ferguson and wife of Greenvillr, S. CaroWe have funeral services in price ranges to fit your
and children of Torrance. Cali- lina spent the week .'rid with her
financial circumstaisces. You will not find prices more
fornia are visiting her mother parents Mr. and Mrs. William
reasonable anywhere in this area.
Mrs. Eugenia Roper and sister Pittman.
Sunday dinner guest.> in the
Betty.
CREDIT ON TENN. BURIAL PCILICIEB-The community was saddened lime of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
We give full credit when you call us to serve you—
Monday evening Sept 9. when Roper were Mr. and Mrs. Elvis
and
children,
Mrs.
Wallace
Webb passed avely with a Ferguson
PHONE 88
408 EDDINGS STREET
heart ailment. He was a resident Gladys Carver and daughter Judy
elf thki oommunity all his life and Rebecca.
Members of the Mt. Vernon
Methodist Church and their families and friends enloyed a PotLuck dinner at the ColumbusBelmont Park Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. )-1!..nr, Via and
children, Patsy and Tommy spent
Sunday
with
Mr
and
Mrs.
?lone Copeland.

• NEW HOPE

mars MUSIC DEPT.

EPA
-hardy alfalrotted alfalfa
Loped by the

Ike° was taught the identification
of automotive and armament or
News From Our
parts. Re entered the
Army last March and completed
Boys In The
basic training at Port. Knox, Ky.
The 20-year-old soldier was
graduated from
Western High
School
in
1965
His
father,
James M. Bondurant, lives at
Pensacola, Fla., (FHTNC) — 2681 Blakemore road., Memphis.
Homer L. Meriweather, steward Tenn.
apprentice, USN, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William T. Meriweather of
FIERCE AsND FEARLESS
401 Oak St., Fultore Ky. is servAmong the Tuareg of the Saing at the Naval Auxiliary Air hara masks, men, not women,
:
Station, Saufley Field, Pensacola, veil their faces, says the NationFla.
al' Geographic Magazine Fiero
and fearless, these nomads of thr
AEtERDEEN PROVING Ground, blue veil believe that hard mam
MD. (AHTNC)—Pvt. Jerald N. ual labor dishonors them One fs
Bondurant, son of Mrs. Jo Bond- their sayings is, "Shame entei
urant, Route 2, Hickman, Ky.. with the plow."
was graduated Sept. 6, from The
Ordnance School's parts specialist
co ur se at Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Md.
course
gave
The
Mx-week
IdI MOM
Bondurant training in supply He

SERVICE

•PIERCE STATION

Playing

itILSIENT
bok Part 111
rut Develop(entuck y in
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NEW YORK

TIMES SQUAR4

140,11l

oli

KNICKERBOCKER
Wriala

450 ST MST Of 11110AMeira
400 I... teems wile ierke

JU-2.4200
IT'S A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Franklin
of Anchorage, Alaska, are the
proud parents of a son, born

Ill

3.31 allST 01 000aDwira
1000 maw wisk woila
end mob* Ova

bile accident recently.

TELEVISION
AIR-CONDITIONED

Other Harris Hotels

LA-4.6900

CINCINNATI, Morropole Broadway Kemper tame
...ohm Corker—
MIAMI MACH, Sotrorolpt
ORM
MOTEL METROPOLIS,
DETROIT, fort Werra Ma/01
AMERY HARRIS, Prmidest
ARTHUR 14. PRIEOMAN, heimemMe Directs/ cotumays,

9,00e,00000

The Whiinel Funeral Home

We Will
Pay You

BENNETT ELECTRIC

\

can't buy a better bottle of bourbon!

t
MTH

4.55

BOTTLED
IN BOND
4 YRS. OLD

SIs usikels SEM NEI kededry
ibiediuk 6 year, % met

too NOM

PINT 2.85
ys _poir 1.45
QUART 5.60

HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES INC
ro.,c^%
•

Non ore ties minim
Q.

"Thrifty? You Bet/

Whet is the iowest priced cat?

A.

$1.00mAR DOZEN
DIXIE PRODUCED EGGS

I'm making my
Long Distance
Call

Ask for details...or get complete information
in each bag of Dixie Lay;ng Feed.

PROVE IT!

Q.
Who makes TERMS that are
really EASY?

A.
Tour FORD DEALER will arrange
Isms to suit your budget
• DUI* Loyiog Food
• 01,1. Coroploh lay.,
• Dial. Egg F Mitt
• Maio Poultry Cooronlroto
• Dints Oroio toloncor
• Dlalo Brood*, Food
• DIA* Poultry troodor Conototroto
• Dial* Cog* Loy*,

e.aaparisea of maastoslarere
Vale/
cagganai reteol drolovered twocet

Form the thrifty habit of
calling station-So-station to
save real money! That's

when you call a telephone
number instead of a person at that number. Between places in Kentucky,
you save half the coat of a
person -to-person

SPECIAL

THIS

WEEK

There's no trouble ... no travel with the Dixie Mill-On Wheels.
Call 808 for an appointmonL

an

DIXIE MOBILE MILLING.), CO.
East State Line

Moos 808

call.

Nights after 6 and all day
Sunday talk twice as long
for the same low daytime

Says time, money and labor with the Dixie Mill-On-Wheels.
Have your feed ground ON YOUR FARM in less than an hour.

lton

A.
Your FORD DEALER makes the
biggest trade-in allowance that can
be made. And he stands ready to

Join the Dixie
"GOLDEN EGG" CLUBI
Sell your first dozen Dixie produced eggs to me
for $1.00 and join the Dixie Golden Egg Club.
You'll see the honor roll of members in' our
store.
This Offer Expires Nov. 30

Q.
Who makes the BEST trade-in
allowances in these parts?

STATION-to-STATION"

Dixie Mills Company and we are so sure you'll
make a good profit on your laying hens this fall,
when you feed a Dixie Laying Feed, we'll pay
you $1 for your first dozen Dixie produced eggs!
This season, feed a Dixie Laying Feed:

ed !

Model for model, right across the
board ... FORD is the lowest
priced ot the low-price three!'

rate.

Wherever you call ...
STATION-to-STATION
is a real Bargain.
It's Twice as Fast to
Call by Number

Southern Be114

FORD
s OSITSEUING
MIT OMR CAM
Ws cagy is we why Ford is Ant Is
saies when you look at the way-ahead
values is the '57 Ford. Each at Ford's
21 toodeis is styled is stay in styleA sew 'goner Ford" gives a ride
dimes ouvet, smooth and gentle. And
a choice of dye modem elegises—
hew V-tre and a Six—provides power
as snit your weeds. Why not more in
today and we fer yourself?

For S. VERY BEST of EVERYTHING sae

J. V. Cash Motor Co.
Mayfield Highway

Fulton, Ky.

If You're Interested in an A-1 Used C ar—Be Sure to See Your Ford Dealer
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Diary of Doin's
By Mary Nelle Wright
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady" every
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.

ocator

Keeping a DIARY of YOUR doins' is just what its
title implies — excerpts from the many GAY things
that have happened to you and yours for the past week.
In fact, its just a PLEASANT means of COLLABORATING with ALL of you. Perhaps you'd like to know just
a little about the CHARACTERISTICS of this column.
Well, to begin with — we turn all of our copy in to our
"Boss Man" by Tuesday of each week and we hope that
we have "talked" about lots of things that you will enjoy reading. Then we tell ourselves that we have a day
or two to COAST along without any thought of WRITING — but, you know WHAT — it STARTS all over
AGAIN — and OFF we GO — writing another LEAD
— COLLABORATING with you — and its FUN —
we're glad to bring you your DIARY again!

entertained with a coffee by Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Pickle and Maud
Pickle. An informal evening was
spent with the Pickles catching
up with all the news from home.
Mr. Pickle showed them through
the spacious and modern FunerThe home of Mrs. F. A. Cole, al Home of Nalley-Pickle of
Fannie May and Clarence Maddox which Mr. Pickle is • partner.
on Edciings Street has been a The group reported that this was
happy one for the past week most interesting as it was the
with three nice guests, Jimmie most beautiful and up to data
and Lavinia Cole Holderman of funeral home that they had ever
Miami, Florida and Mrs. Cole's seen.
On Tuesday the A.ustins and
sister, Mrs. Elizabeth Newsom of
the
Chicago. The Holdermans return- the Heltsleys, accompanied by
ed to their home Sunday and John Austin family and Mrs. T.
Mrs. Newsom remainlei for a D. Butts, who is spending several weeks in Big Spring, left for
longer visit.
Ruidoso, New Mexico. On the
The Leonard Hagans have re- way to Ruidoso, they stopped
turned from a vacation trip to off to see the Bottomless Lakes
Toxway Falls and Highlands in located near Roswell, New MexNorth Carolina and to St. Peters- ico. They arrived in Ruidoso
Tuesday and spent two nights
burg, Florida.
at Noisy Water Lodge. Ruidoao
Mr. and Mrs. I. M. Jones have is located on Sierra Blanca Peak
It is
returned from a business trip to in the Apache Reservation.
Florence, Alabama. Mr. and Mrs. a beautiful Mountain Resort famGeorge Gardner accompanied ous for both winter and summer
At the request of many radio listeners, The Tone-ettes of Clinton, Ky. will make them.
They also visited relatives sports.
From Ruidoso the greup went
a personal appearance at the WFUL studios on Sunday, September 22 for an hour- in Chattanooga, Tenn.
Albuquerque and spent the
to
at
the
e
the
performanc
attend
to
invited
cordially
is
long program. The public
in Old Town shopping in the
day
Browder
Frank
Mrs.
Mr.
and
studio on Sunday from three until four p. m. The program will be broadcast at and Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Beard Hacienda Plaza. Next they went
of White
that time.
are enjoying a vacation in Colo- to El Paso by the way
Mrs. Brow- Sand Proving Grounds and reThey
will
visit
rado.
The Tone-ettes can be heard over WI.'UL each day, Monday through Friday der's daughter, Chris (Mrs. Theo- ported seeing a guided missile
the air From El Paw
from 12:35 to 1:35 p. m. Famous in the Mid-South where the Torte-ettes have ap- dore) Kramer, Theodore and the shot into
the border and into
crossed
they
in
home
their
at
peared on many outstanding talent shows they are left to right: Janice Walker at grandchildren
Also included Jaurez, Mexico. While in Jaunts
Col.
Collins,
Fort
the organ and Mrs. Dennis (Brownie) jiurkett at the vibraphone.
on the trip will be other inter- they went down to the Old Coloesting places in the western nial Market which they report is
derful things they did as well states.
a very interesting thing to else.
HERE AND THERE:
was "rolled out" in the Pierce
All products to be sold are disMrs. Joe Davis and Mrs. Ernest as to describe the BEAUTIFUL
Community last week to greet
a native son who has been away Fall have returned home after scenery. They were away for
Jean Perry has returned to her played in one huge building. All
from home for 33 years! It has a gay week in Nashville as guests about ten days — with every home in Chicago after spending types of leather goods, straw baskets, pottery, hand loomed rugs
been a happy time for Shirley of Mrs. Felix Bright. Parties — minute filled with interesting the summer with the L
and also all kinds of fruits and
Smiths.
Pierce and his wife, Leona, who both bolivia end bridge reigned people and places!
vegetables. The group returned
came from their home in Port- supreme in entertainment for the
Kra Arch Peeples and Mrs. W. to Big Spring Thursday night.
land, Oregon. They are visiting two attractive Fulton ladies and
home
on
Pearl
The
Ted
Clark
friends, relatives all around the we know they just had the BEST Street has been a busy place for L Cowan of Camden, Tenn, have Mr and Mrs. Austin and Mr. and
country. Shirley is the son of the time — ever!
the past few days, with guests returned to their homes after a
(Continued on Page Seven)
at
late Mr. and Mrs. Jarvis Pierce
here and there. Mr. and visit with the H. B. Murphy's
from
of
Hill
Birdie
at
State
home
on
West
cousin
a
their
lovely
Is
and
Nell and Milton Exum and Mrs. Leslie De Moulin of GreenFulton and an uncle of Harmon children, Tommie and Letha ville. Ill. were overnight visitors Line Road.
How Christian
Last
Pierce of Pierce, Tenn.
have returned from a delightful — then, the Sherrill Pirtles of
Science Heals
Kr. and Mrs. Paul Heitaley and
week friends at Pierce had a real trip to Charlevoix, Michigan
Jerseyville, Ill, arrived for a visit. Mr. and Mrs. Allen Austin reparty''honoring Shirley and
"GO ABOVE
of Mild- Edith (Thompson) and Sherrill turned Sunday from an interestLeona when ALL of his old where they were guests
a
and
have
Don
as
Campfrom
returned
red
lengthy
(Graham)
a
share
THE masr•
to
ing western vacation
friends were there
lOsiarlay Dag
WIFUL urie
wonderful picnic and to talk a- bell. "Twould take pages and well as enjoyable trip to the
tell you of all the won- norwestern states, Canada and
While in Big Spring they were
bout "the things we did when pages to
Shirley lived here."
The nice couple have been entertained by numerous relatives
and friends including the Vyron
Beard family of Martin and the
Gilson Lattas of Fulton.. Your
Diarist joins your many friends
in wishing you the happiest visit
— Shirley and Leona!

The Tone-ettes To Make Pe rsonal Appearance Sunday

WELCOME HOME — to some the University of Kentucky,
junior, majorof our FAVORITE people — where he will be a
engineering.
Stella (Scates) and Jim Milner. ing in architectural
State
Memphis
attended
Gaylen
attracthree
their
to
And also
tive children, Stella Yearn, Kate the past two years.
Bobby Newton left Tuesday for
and Bill.
Jackson. Tenn. where he will
they
thinks
Diarist
Your
Now,
enroll as a junior at Union Unihave been away FAR too long
versity, where he is majoring in
the
from the PLACE they love
music.
BEST — five years it has been
Norman Allison is entering U.
since they were in the old home
T. M. B. at Martin for his freshINTERESTan
what
But
town.
man year. Norman spent a part
ING life they have in St. Thomas
the summer working in Deof
has
in the Virgin Islands. Jim
— then went across country
troit
recently been promoted to Chief
to California where he worked
at Staff of the Civil Aeronautics
he returned home.
Administration there, which is until
Nettie'. son of Mr. and
Jerry
Department
the
associated with
of Commerce of the Federal Gov- Mrs. Alex NoffeL will return to
Murray State College tomorrow
eminent
And then, there's STELLA, to begin his sophomore year in
who has an ever so interesting business administration.
Billy Mac Morris will return
job at the Scandinavian Silver
Center where she sells all kinds to the University of Tennessee.
of lovely gifts. Stella says that Martin Branch.
she never hat a dull moment
Pfc. Frank Cardwell and Pfc.
what with tourists in the shop
every day. And you may well Gene Holloway of the U. S.
know that a SOUTHERNER like Marine Corps, Camp LeJeune, N.
she is — she soon gets acquainted C. are on leave for a visit with
with every patron and learns that their parents, Frances and Ernest
THEY know somebody that SHE Cardwell, Lucille and Wilburn
Holloway. Both boys are making
knows!
The Milner family flew from a splendid record during their
St Thomas to San Juan, Puerto tour of duty with the Marines
Rico which is just a thirty min- and those of us in Fulton are the
ute flight. From San Juan they PROUDEST ones! There has surecame by ship to Mobile — then ly been a lot of "cornin' and goin"
Wemdell and Janice Wheeler
around the Cardwell and Hollo- Rorie of Nashville spent the
on to Fulton by bus and train.
are
families
both
and
homes
way
It has been the happiest of reweekend in Fulton with her fathunions for them as they are visit- enjoying every minute with their er, Bennett Wheeler, and family.
ing Jim's mother, Elizabeth Mil- boys. Frances, Ernest, Laverne Wendell is attending the Vanderner and Stella's mother, Mrs. and Grady Varden had a HOME- bilt Law School where he will
Harry Scates in Union City. They COMING party for all qf the gang receive his law degree in the
will be in the States for the next who were in Fulton High togeth- spring. Janice is the busiest one.
two months and it will take the er. The delightful pot-luck affair too, as she is teaching seventh
popular couple THAT long to see was given out at the Country grade in one of the Nashville
Club. And — it was happy, happy grade schools.
their MANY friends.
It is so very nice to have all time for everyone. Tables were
Methinks it will be quite a
of you HOME again Stella, Jim, filled to capacity with EVERYfor the Rories to "get into
chore
gave
it
and
THING good to eat —
Stella Yearn, Kate — and Bill!
of attending classes
swing"
the
everyone an opportunity to see
and teaching — after such an
Last week we tried to list the EVERYONE.
INTERESTING summer. They
names of our many "children"
Frank and Gene will return to were in beautiful Colorado for
who are going to universities and Camp LeJeune this week — and
a couple of months where they
colleges — but as you may well it will be "a LONESOME old were employed at Troutdale-Inknow — it was a tremendous town" for those two faniilies —
The-Pines, a resort hotel at Evertask and as a result we failed to and to ALL of us—.
green, Colorado which is about
to
list several names. We do want
So we turn our thoughts
30 miles from Denver.
to thank interested readers who the many nice things that are
All jobs at the hotel during
have added others who will enter happening to our friends:
are filled by
colleges and universities this falL
How happy we were to see Mr. the summer months
Bones
Max McDade and Frank Sub- and Mrs. T. J. Kramer Sunday college students and the
ones
luckiest
the
certainly
were
lette left Sunday afternoon for morning. They came down from
Lexington where they are attend- their home in Owensboro. Dur- to have been selected. Wendell
ing the University of Kentucky. ing the summer they had a nice served as supervisor of supplies
the desk.
They are engineering students.
visit with their son, Theodore, and Janet worked at
Mary Charles Herring and Chris and their children at Fort The hotel is completely sufficient
swimWanda Sons are attending Mur- Collins, Colorado. It is always a unto itself as it has its own
ray State. And down Jackson, joy to "welcome home" the ming pool, golf course, horseback
Tenn. way Becky Edwards is a Kramers on their little visits back riding and other sports. In fact
student at Union University; Judy to Fulton.
we think that Janice and Wendell
Page and Patsy Austin are at
had a "paid -vacation" at the
just
Lambuth.
And speaking of HOMECOMGaylen Varden left Sunday for ING — the WELCOME carpet lovely resort.

Alaska. Tuesday night of this
week the Clarks invited several
of their Fulton friends over to
see the many interesting pictures
taken by the Pirtles while they
were in Alaska and Canada

Introducing Your WFUL Personalities and Programs.(Second in a Series)
7:05 A. M. to 9:30 A. M.
• The Off- To-School Department
• Housewife in the "Early Start" Department
•"His Majesty" - Doctor - Lawyer - Business Chief - Breakfasts

For the BEST in Work Clothes
l3uy

your

Fall and Winter

OSHKOSH

Needs Now!
UNION MADE
WORK CLOTHING,

06'•

Overalls... Jackets... Matching Pants and
Shirts . . . Painters, Carpenters' Overalls
DUCK HEAD

Mrs. H
Friday
Gainesv
Denton.
visited
Mrs.
Craig.
mate
Gairiesv
Fulton.
Mrs.
Doris •
Hutche
lovely
ing MI .
elect of
The
with an
and ye
many .
placed.
Miss
and bla
of win
Played Mrs. El
and M
Those
tea Kim
Etta Re
Mrs. Cl
Jackson.
Bessie
Hutch .
Mrs.
son, Mr
Laverne
Lacewe
Mrs.
Lacewel
Mrs Su
and Mr
Those
Mary
Taylor
Rawls,
yin Wh Mrs. A
Hende
ley,
Berry'
Mrs
Younger,
Mrs V.
Caldwel
and Mrs

No
Boys

GET UP AND GO ON THE
Show
Kelly Lowe is a young fellow who could
have given a pointer or two to the inventor
of the radio . . . if Kelly were just a little
older than his 18 years. Kelly, who began his
radio career on WFUL knows the ins and
outs of radio like a veteran in the field and
has more ideas about programming in general than the station can keep up with. He's
one of those young men in the "eager to
learn' department and he has done just that
at WFUL. He can write continuity, he can
BELLY LowE

Shop

MAR

1:00—"Operation Live-Wire"
Local News while it happens
715-21 Questions Panel
7:30—Lawrence Welk Show
7:45—Morning Melodies
8:00—News Report
8:15—Religious Broadcast
8:30—Morning Melodies
8:45-7rning Devotions
9:00—N ws Report
e Weathervane
9:
Local weather from Weather
Bureau in Cairo, Ill.
9:15--Morning Show Melodies
9:30—"My Fair Lady" — MaryNelle Wright

make production commercials, he can set up
a remote control system, and select music for
his various shows that makes even the most
discriminating radio listener pleased with the
music and program she hears. With all this
Kelly has studied the mechanical end of radio
to the extent that the Federal Communications Commission has granted him a second
class operator's license . . . one more step and
he will be a first phone radio engineer

NEWSCASTS ON THE HOU B— SPECIAL BULLETINS
AS THEY HAPPEN
—THE TWIN VOICES OF
THE TWIN CITIES"

WFUL AM FM
1270 ON YOUR AM DIAL

RADIO NEIGHBORS
IN 5 STATES
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DIARY—
Continued from Page sig
Mrs. Heltsley left Big Spring on
Friday afternoon and went to
Gainesville. Texas by the way of
Denton. While in Gainesville they
visited in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. W. R, Thomas said son,
Craig. Mr. Thomas was a school
mate of Mr. Heltsley From
Gainesville the group returned to
Fulton.

Citizens Of Tomorrow

Owens' Will Celebrate
Golden Anniversary
The Rev. and Mrs. George
Owens will celebrate their golden
anniversary Sunday, Sept. 22.
Preaching and basket lunch at
the Pleasant View General Baptist Church for any one wishing
to spend the day with visiting

Mrs. Frances Laoewell, Mrs.
Doris Lacewell and Mrs. Howard
Hutchens were hostesses for a
lovely shower Iasi week honoring Miss Louise Hutchens, brideelect of Robert Black.
The gift table was centered
with an umbrella toyer in white
and yellow on which all the
many nice and useful gifts were
placed.
Miss Hutchens wore a white
and black dress with a corsage
of white carnations. Games were
played and prizes were won by
Top row,(1 to r): SCOTTY FERGUSON,age 4 months
Mrs. Elsie Kelly, Mrs. Sue Harris
son
of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Ferguson of Fulton and
Mrs.
Edith
McArnis.
and
grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie McCollum of Fulton
Those present were: Mrs. Montea Kimbel, Mrs. Edith Nall, Mrs. and Mrs. Ida Ferguson of Wingo; PHYLLIS ANN SUBEtta Reynolds, Mrs. Hays Fuqua,
age 14 months, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Claude Williams, Mrs. Eva
Thomas
Louisville, and granddaughter of Mr.
Sublette,
Jackson, Mrs. A. L Cathy, Mrs.
Bessie Gilbert, Mrs. Robert and Mrs. Warren Sublette, Fulton, and Mr. and Mrs.
Hutchens, Mrs. Edith McAmis., Ralph Breeden, Fulton; BARK FIELDS, age three, son
Mrs. Elsie Kelly. Mrs. Ruth Jackof Leon and Olene Fields of Fulton and grandson of
son, Mrs. Irene Campbell, Mrs.
Laverne Bequette. Miss Beverly Mr. and Mrs. Odie Fields, Crutchfield.
Lacewell, Miss Nancy Lacewell,
Bottom row (1 to r): STEVIE BROWN, age 4, son of
Mrs. Sam Hutchens, Kenneth Mr. and Mrs. John
Brown, Route 4, and grandson of
Lacewell, Mrs. Sammie Powers,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herman
Easley, Fulton Route One and
Mrs Sue Harris, Sandra Harris,
Mrs. Emma Brown of Fulton Route 4; LARRY W.
and Mrs. Mildred Woods.
Those sending gifts were: Mrs. PATRICK, age 4, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Patsick,
Mary Kate Reed, Mrs. Aubry
Taylor 'Ilhd Tommy, Mrs. Ruby Fulton Route 4, and grandson of Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Rawls, Mary A. Mullins, Mrs. Al- Patrick of Fulton Route 4 and Mrs. Evrin Shaffer of
vin Wheeler, Mrs Hampton Cox, Fulton; CATHY HYLAND, age 5, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs Abe Jolley, Mrs. Ola Mae
Mrs. Bob Hyland of Folton and granddaughter of Mrs.
Henderson, Mrs. Chester SinkJ.
B. Hyland,-Mayfield.
ley, Mrs. Duken Atkins, Mrs.
Berry Pate, Mrs. Connie Sanders,
Mrs Milton Davis, Mrs. Gerald
Younger, Mrs. Ira Lou Sadler,
Mrs Wayne Griffin, Anna Lou
Caldwell. Mrs. Mildred Parrish
An unusual ministerial combi- watosa, Wis., Billy Wayne, 33, of
and Mrs Amanda Snow.
nation is being presented this Wayne, Mich., Ray Edward, 27
week during a revival at the with the Army at Fort Hood KilHornbeak Methodist church.
leen, Tex., Mrs. Bertha Marie
News From Our
The services are being conduct- Holmes, of Fort Dix, N. J., Mrs.
ed by Claude E. Smithmier, 29, Elizabeth Cagle of Jackson, Mich.,
Boys In The
pastor, two of his brothers, Tho- Mrs. Velda Daniels of Peoria, rn.,
mas Yancey Smithrnier, 39, pas- and Helen Faye and Laurice Dell.
tor of the Christ Methodist church both at home.
of Mayfield. Ky., and J. L. (Jake)
"Father" Smitiunier, who has
Smithmier, 36, pastor of the First 24 grandchildren, began his minMethodist church of ()Won, and istry 3,4 years ago in Dunkin
their father, the Rev. Lawrence county, Mo.: Tom, 12 years ago
Anthony Smithmier, 62, pastor at Fulton, Ky.; Jake 12 years ago,
of the Cayce. Ky., and the Mt. beginning at Fulton; and Claude,
Zion (Obion county) Methodist In Nov. 1956, licensed in Houston,
churches.
•
Tex, beghmling his first charge in
The services continue through Hornbeak, where he also serves
Sunday, Sept. 22. Claude con- Crockett's Chapel, Cobb's Chapel
ducted last Sunday services, L and Obion Chapel Methodist
A. on Monday and Tuesday, Tom churches.
on Wednesday and Thursday.
Tom and Jake were licensed
Jake on Friday and Saturday and as ministers on the same day in
Claude again on Sunday.
Oct. 1946, at Paris, Tenn. Jake
Jake is conducting the song was then pastor of the Temple
services each day The services Methodist church in Shelby counare at 3 and 8:10 p. in.
ty, 12 miles from Memphis. Tom
Father Srnithmier is the fath- was recommended from the West
er of three other sons and five Hickman, Ky., Methodist church.
daughters: L. A. Jr., 35, of Wau—(Union City Messenger)

hours in the afternoon from 2 to
4.
The Church is located four and
one-half miles East of Water Valley. Bro. Owens is a retired General Baptist Minister.
This is the third member of Bro.
Owen's family to ceiebrate their
50th wedding aniversary in the
past 3 years. Others are Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Floyd and Mr. and

SERVICE

SUPER RIGHT
CENTER CUT
FROM FULLY
MATURED BEEF

"Soper Right is fully
matured grain fed Beef

(AHTNCI—Army 2d Lt Howard R Crittenden. 24. son of Mr.
and Mrs Willie Crittenden. Route
3. Fulton. Ky., recently was graduated from The Infantry School's
basic officers course at Port Benning, (la Lieutenant Crittenden
entered the Army In April of
this year A member of the Scabbard and Blade society, he is a
19M graduate of Murray State
College
Lammed TV
Each television receiving set in
the United Kingdom must be
licensed. There were 6,757,185 TV
licenses at the beginning of 1957.

Lee, Cecil. Willie and Sue, Judy
Burgeas, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Ferguson, all of Arlington. Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Corum, Mr. Willie Royston Memphis, Term., Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Hudson, Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Gaddie and Treasia, Mr.
and Mrs. Milton Ferguson Joe
and Eugenia.
In the afternoon several others
came. Also Jo Ann, the little
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Smith
Taylor. celebrated her birthday
with her lovely cake with five
candles, which she won at WFUL
Fulton
on
a
birthday
contest.
All left wishing Mt. and Mrs.
Russel! Taylor and family many
more happy returns to Kentucky
Miss Jo Taylor.

A&P's Beef is selected for superb
taste and tenderness

One High Quality—No Confusion

NOW

100 Premium Dupont
Nylon Cord Silent Sentry
Tires.
As little as 10 Down
up to 9 Months to Pay!
• 100(-1- cold rubber tread!

ORS

WESTERN AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE
Home Owned and Operated by Thad Fagan
Fulton
Way Street

79'

lb.

SEMI-BONELESS

COOKED HAMS
lb. 79c
Super

Right...

Lb. i

Fresh Prozen

KRAFT'S PARKAY

1-LB.

CTN.

a

C

.r6.25.

lb.12$9

'%
Medium
jSox el
Lb.
Picnic Style
4 to 8 lb. Avg.
LB.

KRAFT'S

JAR

CALIFORNIA RED FLAME
CLUE DOT
Palmolive Soap
.1, 1. 1 A
30 ,12c Offik esDuz
REG. SIZE
SANDER

Via% plo

Le•

BARS

t Deal
S BATH SAW
-

pie

Breeze

C

DETERGENT

leanser

2

CANS

0

27

Cashmere
Bouquet
3 Reg. Bars
2 Both Bars

LG.

42420

PKG. 41,4OP

1

PKG.

Honey Dew Melons
Appies or McIntoeh
Grapefruit

Jumbo
6 Size

...69c

old
Delicious
Gan

32-35
Size

4
2

)

Lb.
Bag •0716

2.5c

for

Surf
A&P Cuts Coffee Prices 6c Lb.

DETERGENT

29 ( 12c Off
29
Deal )PKG.
/PKG.

65

11-05. 412 We 22-0a.
Gap

63r

Blue
Silverdust

DETERGENT

471 /1

Giant 978e

TOKAY
lbs.29C
GRAPES A
oCuanIcifa.n

Vel Liquid
Cow

PKGS.54

29c

Ajax
14-02.

ir

Lg.

4230

Pkg. tla

Giant Inel
Pkg.

Now I6c to 20c A Lb. Less Than A Year Ago!
Mild & Mellow

Rich & Full Bodied 1 Vigorous & Winey

EIGHT
O'CLOCK

RED
CIRCLE

73c

1-Lb.
Bag
3-Lb. Bag....2.31

1.11L
ae
b.

BOKAR

79C

3-Lb. Bag

1-Lb.

1-Lb. Sag

2.31

Illseldo-Land
Frieeston•
Pisces

Peaches
2 Reg. Bars
21 Pears
31. Gan 39 3.99e
2 Bath Bars
:1' 79c Pie Crust
Florient Aersol Deodorants
dexo
Orange Chiffon
ciltadi sea Weseimty UNABRIDGED
Pies
DICTIOSECTIONS
NARY
15
Angel Food
and a 2-Part Binder
SECTION NO. 1
Sharp Cheddar
Only 254
Sweet Milk
SECTIONS 2-25
Cheese
SHORTENING
0
Lb.

1-1-b. 03
c
Sag 0

ALP VACUUM •PACK rI
cr.,r

Spry

Lifebuoy Soap

3
3

Ions Barthian
Halves

7-11lkourta

Pere Vegetable

10a
Off

3

)

Deal

Jane Parker
Blackberry or
Dutch APO*

BIT A
SECTION
EACH WEEK!

35'

Mr. and Mrs. Z. R. Brockman
from Port Hugh, Michigan and
daughter Sue from Washington.
D. C. have returned home after
a few days visit in Fulton with
friends and relatives.

Sirloin Steak
.89$
Cube Steak
.89`
Chicken Breast(5.".'.2")2.1:
Rump Roast
AUGead
Bacon
(
739.69'
Porterhouse Steak
5
T-Bone Steak
Cod Fillets
soxI
Shrimp
1
1
Margarine
Chem: Whiz
Hams
39?
..... 330
31°

wrartzws

SAVE

VISITORS RETURN MOMS

SUPER RIGHT 8 TO 10 LB. AVG.

NOT BABY BEEF OR BUDGET
BEEF OR RANGE BEEF

Mr. and Mrs. Russell Taylor Of Detroit Are
Honored With A Supper At Columbus Park

On Sunday Sept. I, at Columbus Belmont Park, a fish dinner
and a bountiful supply of other
good foods, was given in honor
of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Taylor
and family of Detroit., Michigan
They were visiting Russell's
mother Mrs. Mag Taylor and sister Jo and many other relatives
In and around Fulton.
About 9.30 the crowd began
to gather at the park and continued till the noon hour.
The following were present Mi.
and Mrs. Mumma Taylor, Billy
Joe. Judy and Ronnie, Mrs. Mag
Taylor and Jo. Mr and Mrs.
Smith Taylor, John and Tress.
Mrs. Bill Barham. Roy Morrow
and Brenda of Fulton, Mr. and
Mrs Sill Ferguson. Marie, Hedy

Mrs. harel Robey of Water Valley.
Telephone CroolThs Cartels
A total of 1400 calls were completed during 1956 between this
country and the U. 8. B. R. In
April of this year there was an
average of four occopleted calls
per day.

Round Steak

LorrE,

Pastor Smithmier and Three Sons Conducting
Revival This Week At Hornbeak Church
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:It 89c
29-0z.
Cans

29-0z.
Cane
11-0z.
Pkg.
Lb.
Cass

490

49°
35$

Ilic

Use Ring

Oboes,

Food

mid sera part of tha 2-pert b.*"

lb.

54-GalCtn.

parehroos

0151Y 894
soft
NEB sap purchase

85°
95°
110°
79°

Jaw* (Rag.)
Parker
6.
Cak•
( Reg.

Sesai4 Family

wftlii S2.50 la

2.42

2 LB.

69*
Al?
75'

PRICES IN THIS AD IIFFICTIVE THOM SAT. SEPT.

21

S
.

SECTION NO.3 IS
'NOW ON SALE!
Sedioas s.142 Still Om Sale!

Borden siBiscuits mi. can

10c

1

PATRICIA LATANE

wormers
LATANE
(PATRICIA
ne qurooti.oho In percher. Address ell
communications to her c/o Tie IL
NIBWIS and watch for answer tfl
this column. Questions regarding
mordkateri. hee4th can beet be answered by your physician; muse.
Coca regarding ria,ndlinp or money
or investments can beet be anew.
ered by your banker. THE NEW*
provides thlis column dimity fie a
weak forum and doe* met eiseeffit
faky reeponeiblgty for the answer*
offered, although in many oases
they have proved extrsim•ly dec•rate.)

Dear Pat,
I have some questions I want
you to answer for me.
Where did my dress pin go,
that disappeared? When will I
marry? What are his initials?
Do I know him now? Why is it
that my parents don't treat me
as a child should be treated?
Why do they believe everything
everyone else tells them and
don't believe anything I say?
They have told me they are going to kill me. When will they
dolt?
Is there any chance of me ever
going to college? Will I get to
get a good job soon?

•

6 L••
.1C77-742:7711—Crr
•

WANTED
Will Buy or Trade For

50 Coal
Heating Stoves
EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
207 CHURCH ST,
PHONE 35
AMP

7/111
:.6,11111 M I D •
SOUTH
A‘1111

• FAIR
FAIRGROUNDS
*MEMPHIS •L

SEPT.20.28
MORE THAT'S FREE!
MORE THArS NEW'
MORE TO SEE"
MORE TO DO"

PERFORMANCES
.!ci's Championship

)
IOU
la'PERSOM

THE LONE RANGER
4 TONTO
A#0/I/PERSON**
BILLAr.
BUFFALO
soy.

Dear Pat,
el would appreciate it very
much indeed kt you would answer a few questions for me.
Why were we told to move?
Will we ever own a home of our
own?* If so when and where'
Will we ever get out of debt?
Will I have good luck with my
teeth?
Thank you very much,
F. A. L.
P. S. Will my grandmother ever
be happy again?
Dear F. A. L.
You were destroying the property In other words you weren't taking care of the place. Yes,
you will buy a place in 1958 in
October in the state of Michigan.
Yes, you will finally get out of
debt; yes you will have extra
good luck with your teeth. Yes,
your grandmother will be happy;
she will marry again.

answered. Please answer saline
questions for me. Will I still be
working at the same job I have
now or will I lose my job? My
husband and I are seperated.
Would I be happier if I went
back to him or if I married my
first husband again? Which man
loves me best? Why doesn't my
floor lady, I work under like
me? Will she ever be any bettor
to me or will she cause me to
get fired? That is what I am
afraid of. Will I ever marry a-,
gain? Will I be happier? Please
answer this in next Thursday's
paper.
A Lonely Friend
S. S.
Dear S. S.
No, you aren't going to lose
your job, but you will go back
to your husband then quit work
to raise a family. No, your first
husband doean't love you. Your
floor lady has nothing against
you that is only in your mind.
No, she will not cause you to get
fired.
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FAIN FACTS
By The
Esistasky Banker's Ass'n.
VERSUS MONEY.
MAN
During the past twenty years
the number of people working
has increased 4 times. Thus, as
it is often said, money is replacing man power on modern
farms. Capital requirements a
Zew years ago was principally
for real estate. Given an acreage of land, a thrifty, industrious farm couple could usually
accumulate the tools and teams
needed to operate it; but today the investment required
for productive equipment and
livestock often exceeds the cost
of the farm.
And, in addition, modern living and farm management requires much additional cash
expenditures. A few years ago
the farm home was not _expected to have electricity nor
water, nor the comforts of the
city borne; and the farm itself
furnished most of the essentials of living. But today everyone expects the farmer to have
the same standards of living as
his city brother. Even though
one wanted to re-live the horse
and buggy days with their oil
lamps, wood or coal ranges,
and "out houses." the farm
practices
used
management
those days simply would not
support even the old standards
Successful farmers
of living.
must keep abreast of new developments and techniques if
they are to stay in the business
of farming.

Dear Miss Latane,
Will you please answer some
questions for me as soon as you
can?
Will my daughter always
live in town and as far away as
she now is? Will her husband
continue in the same kind of
work he has, now, tn. will he
move to the farm? Please tell me
Dear Patricia,
I read your letters every week where the base part of same
and thought maybe you could water fountains are? I have lookhelp me. I have several questions ed everywhere but can't find
I would like to ask you. Will we them. Who will operate our farm
ever get out of debt? If so when? In 1958? Will the same one who
Will we ever own a home and is operating it now continue on?
when? Does my husband love me? Will my son's financial problems
Does he go with other women? improve and will his wife conWill we ever get along any bet- tinue to work? Will their children
ter? Will we ever have anymore take music this winter? How old
children? Will I always work? is my husband and what do you
Will my health ever be better? see in the future about his physPlease answer as soon as pos- ical and mental condition? Has
he had an operation recently and
sible.
should we eitpect many more
A troubled reader,
years for him? Will my physicial
Dear Troubled Reader:
Yes, you will get out of debt condition improve, or will I have
if your husband can stop you to go to a hospital for treatDear Pat,
from buying from everyone that ments, or do you think a treatI read your column every comes along that sells things ment would be worth while'
week and enjoy it very much. with nothing down and $5.00 a
I will watch your column for
I would like for you to answer month. Yes, your husband an answer. Thanks a million.
Some
me.
for
some questions
loves you, no he doesn't go with
B. C.
time ago I lost some money. Can other women. In the first place
C.
B.
Dear
you tell me if some one got it he doesn't want to and in the
Your daughter will continue to
or did I misplace it? Can you second place, he doesn't have the
live at her present address and
give me the initials of the permoney. Yes, you will have anothson? Also, I have lost a knife. er child. No, you won't always the husband will continue on in
Can you tell me where it is or work, and you will finally wake his employment; the bases to the
will I ever find it? Will I still up and stop buying and you will water fountains are in the attic.
The same man that is on the
keep the job I now have for then start buying a home.
farm now will stay on in 1959.
another year?
Yes your son's ioxamicial problems
0. F..
Dear Pat Latane,
will improve and his wife will
i Dear 0. F..
I read your column every
Yes, you will continue on your week. I enjoy them so much. I continue to work; No the chilpresent job, the money is in an wrote you once before, but you dren will not take music this
old pocketbook, the knife is cov- didn't answer my letter, so please winter. Your husband is in his
ered with dirt and I would say answer this one in the nett late 60's, his physical and mental
you will find it in the back yard. paper. It is real important to me. condition is 100% at the present
You will find it but it will be
I want to know if my brother•
rusty when you do.
in-law and his wife will go back
together and which one is to
Dear Mrs Latane,
blame. Does my husband love me
This is the first time I have or does he care for anyone else?
written to you. I read your
If so. give me the initials.
column every week. Will you
And another thing, we lost
please answer some questions for
some money last winter. We had
me?
It in the house. Please tell me
Why was my dress which was
the initial of the person who
hanging on the kitchen door,
took it. Hope you answer my
leading from the bedroom io the
questions soon.
kitchen, cut? Also the same week,
Thanks to you,
the girl staying with me had a
A. M. H.
Dear A. M. H.
Nok they cairt liye tdgether
Accurato
again, too mud$ water has gone
WORKMANSHIP
over the bridge; it won't ever
work out Yes, your husband is
At Low Cost in
love with you. No, he isn't seeWatches, Clocks and TIEN
ing anyone else. The money was
rinses of AB Kinds Renetaken by someone with the inirately Repaired at Low Cod
tial "M".
by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

16 GREAT

4

Does D. D. like me more than
just as a friend? Are D. and M.
the ones my parents get the most
of their lies from?
I will be looking for an answer in your next paper.
Mixed up
Dear Mixed Up:
The pin is on a dress in your
closet, it hasn't gone anywhere.
You will marry in 1960 in May;
you haven't met him yet but his
initials are P. T. Well I don't
see any deaths so I would say
they are only talking when they
say they are going to kill you.
Parents love their children and
try to protect them so they will
not get into trouble and maybe
ruin their life, that is the reason
you think they don't treat you
like other children, your parents
are good to you and do what they
think is best for you, in later
years you will understand this
and appreciate it. Yes, you will
go to college. No. D. D. just likes
you as a friend thats all. No,
D. le M. are not the guilty parties.
My advice to you is not do anything you care for your parents
knowing.
The only way to do anything is
put all the material on top of the
table and nothing under the
table, then no one can say you
were trying to hide anything. Go
to your parents and talk with
them, try to let them be your
buddy as well as your parents,
all they want is for you to grow
up where they will be proud of
you, and you to be proud of
them. If they just turned you a
loose on the world and you got
in trouble the you would say if
my parents had done so-and-so
this wouldn't have happened. And
remember the public judges you
by the company you keep and
the places you go.

dress cut which was hanging in
her bedroom. Who cut them?
Will the man I work for get
any better? Please answer as soon
as possible, would like to know
about the cutting of our clothes.
Thanks very much,
L. E. R. W.
Dear L.. F.. R. W.
The other girl cut them, she
doesn't like either of you and
both of you know it. Yes, the
man will get better.

THE TOOL OF CREDIT. The
increase in capital needs for
modern agriculture has increased so much faster than the
supply of cash that the use of
borrowed money, or CREDIT,
and I don't see any change. Yes,
he will live for sometime yet,
you will go to the hospital for
treatment but you will improve.

I

DEWEY JOHNSON
AR types ot laseranse

SAVE ! GET our
PACK kGE DEAL
"Covering everything°
422 Lake St.
Phase 411
Felton, Ky.

hag become one of the most
Important factors in efficient
farming. Now-a-days the tool
of credit is recognized as being
just as important as any other
production tool on the farm.
Credit is like most any other
farm toe --- used wisely, it is
very beneficial: used unwisely,
it is dangerous Credit will help
a good farmer get ahead but
will not make a good farmer
out of a poor one. In fact,
credit Is a good tool for an efficient farmer, but is a dangerous tool ,for the inefficient.
Many young farmers have an
opportunity to learn how to
use most production tools before they start operating for
themselves but few of them

are trained, or have had much
experience with credit until
they are forced, through necessity, to use it.
It is encouraging to see the
Future Farmers of America
studying credit as a part of
their school work. It will be
very helpful to them.
We have complete

stocks q

DAYTON V-BELTS
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE 201

FULTON

DEAL
FOR A BE
On A Better Appliance

AT

SEE
Bennett Electric
319-31 Walnut St.

and

Faraire Co.
Phone 201

Fulton
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KENTUCKY

1747-1770 — GLOM WASNINSTON SIIIVEYS RI EDITUat
Somewhere between the years 1767 and 1770, George
Washington made a visit to Kentucky on a surveying
expedition. He made surveys in what are now
Greenup and Lawrence counties. The patent for three
lands was issued by the British Crown in 1772. In the
starting corner of one of these surveys, George Washington plainly out his initials.Washington's will,
made in 1790, showed that he owned some 5000
acmes on Rough Creek, which he valued at about
$10,000.00.
i
=
In Kentucky's historic past. jute as todig
our citizens have always enjoyed a,
of our
brewing industry makes jobs for
residents. The sale of beer under orderly conditions
Is an important objective of the United States
Brewers Foundation. Our continuing educational
program helps beer retailers maintain their high
standards.
fs tie

KENTUCKY DIVISOR, U.S. MIMS C1111111011111
1S23 ihryberit Ittadlets, Loolowes, Easemaky

•••

IMIORF PEOPtE
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27-21 4 MRFORMANCIS

Fall Is Now Here, So
See Us For Your Needs
Now ,....nevrolet Bel Air Sport Coupe win speak to spoon

It is time for your Fall sowing.
Vetch, Balboa Rye, Barley, Oats,
Ladino and Crimson Clover, Wheat and Fescue
and all kinds of field seeds.
DOLLY

SORRY

STEPHANIE

BARR • WINTERS • FOSTER
sparkling Variety Revue'
3 PERFORMANCES DAILY

II

Our seed are all guaranteed as to Variety, Origin,
Purity and Germination.

RIVERBOAT ,
"IT PATS" TO SHOP AT
RIDES onthe
beautiful GARDEN
LAGOON
A C igat) child SO /
94ERNL
Y4N
EAITP4E
TI

f*RD A PAY
6711EN A WA Y

Phone 202

East Slate Line

Great to have-and only Chevy's got em!
Chevrolet's the only leading
low-priced car with any of
these advances—the only car
at any price with all of them!
BODY BY FISHER.You get more
to be proud of in Chevrolet. No

other kw-priced car is quite so
beautifully or substantially built
down to the last detail.

SHORTEST STROKE VS. This
es: expiaim Chevrolet's smooth
and lively V8 ways. Short-stroke

design also means less piston
travel, longer engine life. Here's
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Dear Patricia,
I am a weekly reader and have
written you twice, but you never

WE HAVE JUST INSTALLED A PANGEN SEED
TREATER MACHINE,SO LET US TREAT YOUR
RYE, BARLEY WHEAT AND OATS. IT WILL
IMPROVE THE YIELD BY REDUCING LOSS
FROM DISEASES.

Peak
the
Na
Ins
who
the
log
also
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old's
bull
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super-efficient power with plenty
of vim and vigor!
STANDARD BALL-RACE STEERMG. Chevy's Ball-Race steering

gear mechanism is virtually friction-free! That means easier parkmc, surer control, more relaxed
dn vine.

standstill to top cruising speed in
one gentle stream of motion.
Special"Grade Retarder" position
saves braking on hills.
P.S. Chevy's got the big "details,"
too! See all the exclusives at your
Chevrolet dealer's!
*Optimal at cats con

POS1TRACTION REAR AXLE'.

When one rear Wheel slips in mud,
snow or ice, the wheel with the
traction grips for sure going!

TRIPLE -TURBINE TURBO.
GLIDE'. The silkiest automatic

drive anywhere! You move from

Only franchised Chesraiet tinders

GET A WINNING DEAL ON A
NEW CHEVY—TRE GETEING'S
EXTRA GOOD I

&splay this famous trademark

See Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Dealer
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Montana they went through a
beautiful mem oriel building, • wiDDLE ROAD
which housed numerous works
Mrs. Jeff lumina1,
44
/
1/14# ‘edeSt4it k4oifteoti414
of C. M. Russell, the noted Western artist's paintings; they spent
We want to welcome Mr. and
• whole day in beautiful and en- Mrs. Dalton Perry
and Charles
teresting Yellowstone National into our community
They movPark, visited "Buffalo Bills" ed here some few weeks
ago.
museum in Cody, Wyo. and Delost
We
also
a
family
out of
vil's Tower National monument
the community, Mr. and Um
in
the
extreme
eastern
part
of
A columa devoted to the social events of our friends
Hubbard Shell and family movWyoming.
around Hickman. Call Joye at Hickman 2059 for
The first stops in South Dakota ed to Hickman.
Mrs. Jett Harrison spent the
were in Historical Deadwod and
your social news.
in Lead, where one can visit the day Monday with Mrs. Druly Inlargest gold mine in the country. man.
Mrs. Annie Stewart of RidgeFred and I welcomed home his mother and daddy Next was Mt. Rushmore National ley,
Tenn. is spending the week
Memorial, where four giants of
with open arms and enjoyed listening to them tell of American history are memorial- with her nephew, Mr. A. L. Cox
their western trip — I asked Camille if she would write ized in lasting granite, their like- and family.
Charles Hubert Bolton celedown a few of the outstanding events so I might pass nesses carved in proportions sym- brated
his fourth birthday on
bolical of greatness. These giants
them on t,o you — so this is what she Wrote — Al- are George Washington, Thomas Wednesday, Sept. 4. Honoring
though, the main objective in the western trip taken Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln and him on this occasion were: Mike
Dave Gilbert, Telitha Black,
recently by the senior Fred Stokes, her sister, Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt. Gutzon Bor- and
Johnnie and Ginney Roberts,
glum,
the
noted
sculptor
executMartha Rice and mother, Mrs. H. C. Barrett was a visit ed the carvings
Donna and Teresa Perry, Kathbeginning
with a paternal aunt, the lone survivor of the older August 10, 1927 and endingwork
by erine and Ralph Stroud, Patricia
death in March 1941. The final and Roy Earl Nichols, Mike East.:
Barrett clan who resides in San Francisco.
work was done by his son, Lin- erwood, LaDonna Carol Lawson
They figured that • few side the five days there visiting an ooln Borgliun and finiiihed
in and Debby Brown. Ice Cream and
Cake and drinks were served and
trips of interest would be en- aunt, with the exception of one October 1941.
joyable so en route they took day when they went to picture"This was one of the greatest a good time was had by all.
Charles Lee Forester little
time to visit the Frank Phillips sque Fisherman's
thrills of the trip for my mother
Wharf for lunch
Park and museum in Bartleswho saw these carvings before grandson of Mr. and Mrs. G. T.
at Tarantino's, a visit to the
ville. Okla. which depicts the world-renowned
completion in 1939," Camille said. Sams has been carried to his
Cliff House and
"I can't say the Bad Lands of home from the Haws Hospital.
early life of the Indians of that a
short boat trip around the bay.
section. They stopped at Pike's They
South Dakota are pretty but sure- We hope he will soon be well.
loved San Francisco — its
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Inman have
ly it is something to witness. By
Peak in Colorado, drove through noted Golden
Gate Bridge, Marthe time we reached Iowa, Ne- as their guests Mr. Inman's broththe beautiful Rocky Mountain
ket Street, one of the world's
braska and Missouri we were er, Mr. Marvin Inman.
National Park which was awe busiest thoroughfares,
its cable
Joyce Bunton spent the weekgetting too near Kentucky to do
inspiring to all except the driver. cars,
the Oakland Bay Bridge
much unnecessary stopping, but end with Emma Lou Cox.
who could scarcely glance off which
they crossed on entering
we did linger in Hannibal, Mo.
the winding roads for fear of go- the
city, its gorgeous flowers, fasing over a precipice. The party cinating Chinatown and many long enough to see the monuments preserved in Mark Twain's
also stopped in Reno. Nevada long other outstanding attractions.
memory then hied homeward to
enough to say they had seen and
After leaving San Francisco
beautiful Hickman and Home,"
visited the much publicized Har- the
party
northward
drove
old's Club; took a tour of the through Oregon and Washington the travelers said.
buildings surrounding the great to Seattle
— a more beautiful
Mormon Temple in Salt Lake drive not
I knew you would enjoy readto be found. In Leing about their trip and besides
City, Utah, which no one enters banon, Oregon they
stopped and
except Mormons in good stand- visited a couple of hours with I wanted you to know what a
good travelogue my mother-ining, and heard an interesting lec- Ardel and
Pat Nugent and their
ture concerning their belief and lovely family of two boys and low could write and does.
its origin, by a local business two girls. They have not been
Well, that time of the year
man who donates one hour of his back to Kentucky in ten years
time each week to the church in and only the oldest child has has come again — from the time
they are born we dread to see
this manner as do all other even seen their Kentucky kin
so
guides.
they were greeted with much them grow up and start to
They sat in the huge auditor- enthusiasm and were urged to school — really I don't know if
ium of the tabernacle which is induce their mother and grand- we sincerely hate to see the chilused for many civic iairs other mother, Mrs. Bertha Nugent, to dren start to school or if way
than church and saw the organ, visit them this Fall. This they down in our hearts we dread the
P. T. A. for 12 years! This year
beard for many years over na- shall do!
the P. T. A. got off to a grand
tionwide radio networks. How
Enumclaw, Washington,
In
we would have loved to hear one forty miles from Seattle they start with Mrs. M. B. Majors in
of their great organ recitals! It visited with Beverly Mauldin the drivers seat. We are happy
is amazing to hear about the Duncan, their son-in-law's sister, to have Mary Frances for our
construction of the Tabernacle her husband and his parents over president. The first meeting was
which was commenced in 1863 the Labor Day week-end and an old time get together with
wher; Salt Lake City was an what gracious hosts they were! all the board members and their
isolated pioneer comrnuriity,', • On Sunday afternoon, following wives on hand to greet the men
thousand miles from the frontier a delicious luncheon at the Lake teachers and parents from Cayce,
settlements of Missouri and SOO cabin where Beverly, Dean and Western, and Hickman. There
was a short business meeting folmiles from the Pacific Coast.
their darling baby girl of seven lowed by a social hour. Mrs. HarThe building was completed months reside they drove to Seat- old Rice
was in charge of the
sufficiently to accommodate the tle where the major prints of refredhments.
The guests were
General Conference of the church Interest were shown, including served
cakes and homemade
held in October, 1887. The Tab- the mile long pontoon bridge cookies. Supt. Bean Darnell
l
and
ernacle is 250 feet long by 150 over Lake Washington. a beautiMr. J. C McClellen welcomed
feet wide and 80 feet high. The ful drive through the beautiful the new teachers
and guests.
massive roof, supported only . by campus of the University of
the great wooden arches which Washington, Dean's Alma Mater,
ARM PLANTS
span the width of the building. a stop at the Government locks
Arctic plants tend to remain
is 0( special interest, particular- where they saw the water rise
ly in view of the fact that it was to let the boats come in: • view small because of lack of soil and
constructed at a time and under of the immense Boeing Aircraft water, and the fierce intensity
conditions that precluded the use Factory and other points of in- of the northern sun, says the
National Geographic Magazine
of steel girders and tie rods. It terest.
The rose-red fireweed, for inis in reality a great bridgework
The next morning the junior stance. may be • four-foot giant
of timbers, latticed and pinned to- and senior Duncans and the in the Temperate Zone, a fourgether with large wooden pins. party set out for Mt. Ranier Na- inch
pygmy in the Arctic Its
The roof rests like a great in- tional Park. a distance of sixty name oomes, not from its color,
verted bowl on pillars of cut miles, where they ate a bounti- but from its habit of growing in
sandstone masonry. The spaces ful picnic lunch while viewing fire-scorched earth
between the pillars are occupied majestic, snow capped Mt Ranifor the most part by large doors, er after which they parted to
HIGHEST IN AFRICA
opening out, permitting rapid start homeward journey eastKilimanjaro. the highest mounegress from the building. They ward. "I can't express the grand- tain in Africa, rises 19,340 feet
were much impressed by all they eur of the mountains through above sea level Masai tribesmen
saw and heard there.
Washington. Montana and Wyom- of Tanganyika call it "Houses of
In San Francisco, they spent ing," Camille said. In Helena,
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Mrs Ray Jackson and little
were carried to time home of
her grandmother in Cayce and
we do want to Congratulate Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Jackson on the
arrival of their new son even
though I am a little late with
my Congratulations.
Randy Jeffers visited Wednesday night with Travis Cox.
Kr. and Mrs. George Black and
Telitha visited Friday night with
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bolton and
Charles Hubert.
The Rev. and Mrs. L. G. Scott
visited Thursday night with Mr.
and Mrs. A. L Cox and family.
Mrs. Gertrude Bozzell and Joe
visited in this community Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Davis and
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Harrison attended church at Walnut Grove
Friday night. They also enjoyed
hearing the Fellowship Quartet.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L Cox and
family attended church Sunday
at the Emmanwell Baptist Church
at Trenton, Tenn. They were dinner guests of the Rev. R.. E.
Rouse and family.
Little Telitha Black spent Saturday night and Sunday with
Kr. and Mrs. F. A. Black and
Ruby.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Inman
visited Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Gordie Puckett and Cletus.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Harrison
visited Sunday afternoon with
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips. Other
visitors in the Phillips home

son

The Fulton News, Thursday, September 19, 1957 Page 9
were Mr. and Mrs. R.. T. DrysMOUNTAIN PEE
dale of Seladia, Ky. and Mr. and
Nepal
charges mountain climMrs James Phillips of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. George Black bers an admission fee of MO to
visted Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. assault 29.038-foot Mount EverF. A. Black and Ruby.
est, the
National
Geographic
Magazine says. Anyone attemptMOST SCOT40111ICAL
ing to scale 26,811-foot DbaulGround beef is one of the most *girl, the earth's highest known
economical meats, seldom cost- unconquered peak, must pay the
ing over 10 cents for a three- same: but lower peaks may be
tackled for bargain prices.
ounce serving.

FACTORY RETURNS

SHOES
Slightly Worn Shoes — Corrected — Some New
Famous Brands which originally sold for as much
as $20.00 Per Pair

OUR LOW PRICES ARE
Women's & Misses
Children's
80c to $2.25
$1 to $3.00

Men's & Boys'
$2.75 to $4.25

BRING THE WHOLE FAMILY TO

FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP
Main Street

(old Ruddieston Bldg.)

Fulton, Ky.

FINISH
3 ROOM
OUTFIT
or

YOUR CHOICE
PROMOTION
Bedroom
•Double Dresser
•Chest on Chest
• Bookcase Bed

$88.00
Living Room
• Sofa Bed
• Platform Rocker

$88.00
Matching Tables
available:
2 Step and 1 Coc.ktall
Total of 3 ....

Check

$24.00
Dining Room
•Table

int
Pala

Pala

15.70
VIRDIOUr
TRADE-81

SPITFIRE
ONNOLWY

$12.95

Exchange

sis mono imam'

79 On

e.9

%WNW
TRALIE11

STANDARD
ONLY
NOW
Exchange

$19.95

as'imam ousaawrsi

29.55

•4 Side Chairs
• Buffet

WITHOUT
DIADE-111

GLASSTEX

$98.00

.
55
ONLY c9c
NOW "
41
Exchange
41 MONTH GUARANI'S

Chas. Scates Stores
MARTIN—Phone 404

with double drop leaf
and extension
EXTENDS TO A FULI
38x68"

B FGosdr_ith

FULTON—Phone 389

B.F.Goodrich Tires

ALL THREE ROOMS $274.00

WADE

FURNITURE
COMPANY

"MADE WITH WADE AND SAVE"

LAKE STREET

PHONE 103

FULTON, KY.

,

DEATHS
Neil Byers

wile..11111..•111, .
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Wallace of Fulton, Jimmie WalMemphis and Vaster
lace of
Wallace of Mclhvin, Tenn.: and
an uncle. Oscar Wallace of Fulton.
Services were held Monday at
the Church of Christ in Detroit.

Reelfoot Now Has
$3 Million Plant
In Union City

Funeral service.s for Neil Byars,
Mayfield druggist, were held at
2 p. in. Monday Sept. 9, at Byrn
Funeral Home with the Rev.
78, died
Flora Adams
Mrs
Frank Cayce and the Rev. William Thomas officiating. Burial Sept 12 at the home of her
Ensile Rhodes,
was in Highlands Park Cemetery. daughter, Mrs
Mr Byars. 50. died at 12:45 a. Dukedom, route I
Funeral services were held at
m. Sunday at Mayfield Hospital.
He was a member of the firm of 2 p. m. Friday at Byrn Funeral
Home. The Rev. Morris Stroud
Byara and Duncan here.
He is survived by Ws widow, and the Rev. Cary Puckett, of
Burial was in Burnett'a
Mrs. Leona Byars, a • daughter,
Miss Diane Byars, a brother FUl- Chapel cemetery.
Mrs Adams, wife of the late
ton Byars, Mexico City; a sister,
Noah
E. Adams. besides her
Mrs Alice Olive, Mayfield.
native of Dukedom. Mr. daughter with whom she made
A
Byars moved to Mayfield in 1927. her home, leaves a son, Lee
He worked for the Carter Drug Adams, Mayfield; two brothers,
Store there and later was gradu- William and Charles Suggs, both
ated from a pharmacy school in of Detroit, eight grandchildren
Memphis. He Worked for Wilson and five great-grandchildren
Pallbearers were
Aubrey
and Little Drug Store until JanHolcomb, James
uary 1, 1952 when he purchased Rogers, Ed
the Johnson Brotelers store and Owens, Milton Owens. George
Owens and John Perkins.
entered business for himself.

Mrs. Flora Adams

Nellie Wallace
Word
was
received
Saturay morning Sept. 14, of the
leath of Kellie Wallace of Deroit, Mich., brother of Raymond
Wallace of Fulton.
Mr. Wallace was 39, years old
3ept. 13. He had been ill for
ieveral months, yet his death
was a shock to his many relatives
Ind friends.
He leaves his wife, three children, his father and a sister
Detroit; three brothers. Insrnond

somisse

man," George Reeves, originally of Ashland, Ky., will
be one of the stars in the
Kentucky State Fair Revue,
Sept. 9, 10 11. The Kentucky State Fair will be in
Louisville, Sept. 6-15.

•DUKEDOM
Joyce Taylor
The showers we are having are
fine on the real late corn.

Mrs. Ida Rhodes

Leaward T. Maris
Lenward T. Pharis died Saturday morning Sept. 14, at 7 at
Fulton Hospital where he had
been a patient for over a week.
Mr. Pharls, a farmer of Fulton, Route 1, was born Nov. 22,
1893, the son of John and Katie
Ciuyn Phens.
He was a veteran of World
War I. a member of Roberts
Lodge 172, IP&AM, Fulton and of
the Wesley Methodist Church.
Services
were
held
Sunday
afternoon at 3, at the Wesley
Methodist Church. The Rev. J.
F. McMinn and the Rev. L. A.
Mayer officiated. Burial, under
direction of Hornbeak Funeral
Home, was in the church cemetery.
He leaves a daughter, Mrs.
Wilford Jetton of Fulton, Route
1; two brothers. V. C. and Ray
Pharis of Fulton. Route 1; two
Asters, Mrs. Mettle Piper of St.
Petersburg. Fla.. and Mrs. Bessie
Floyd of Clinton; and two grandshildren, Lynn and Gary Jetton.

The hero of TV's "Super-

Mrs. Ida Rhodes of Dukedom
died at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Douglas B. Fuller, with
whom
she
made
her
home,
Thursday Sept. 12, at 5 • 4O p. m
Dick &ow who Is Weer Imamis T.V. toes as Redisle all Jr. as
after an extended illness. She was
-Dick Weer the AS-Aasertaxe bop on the Itailw Mae wise, we
79.
betared at the Mil-Ilsala Ries Werld's aimplisadip *dm
be
Mrs. Rhodes was the daughter
Sept. IS sodi 17. The IP* is Sept. WIS.
of Bob and Collie Jones Hall of
Weakley County. She was a
member of the North Fork Misat the weakley County ffospital.
sionary Baptist Church in Henry •CHESTNUT GLADE
Thomas Dalton suffered a heart
Mrs. Harvey Vaughaa • attack and has been advised to
County, Tenn.
stay in bed by his doctor.
She leaves. besides her daughMrs. Ern Griffin is not feeling
The P T A. met for the second
ter, a son, Elkins Rhodes of
Dukedom
a
brother.
Delm us meeting of the year Friday night. as well for the past few day as
Hall of Mayfield a sister, Mrs. Plans are being made for the she has been recently.
Mrs. Net Milam from Wayne,
Noah Doran of Gleason: and Annual Field Day Saturday Octseveral grandchildren.
ober, 5. Another meeting was on Michigan is visiting relatives in
Services were held at Rhodes Monday night when final plans this community and at Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Etheridge
Chapel at 2 p
m. Saturday were make for the day. A ball
Burial was in the church ceme- game will be played that night from Kansas City. Mo. have returned home after a visit with
tery.
with Palmersvilk.
The local basket ball team will relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul ?Janney and
play their first game of the season at Paimersville Sept. 28. In Linda attended the fair at Cape
the afternoon. They will Play at Girardeau. Mo. last week end.
Byron
McAlister,
about 80, Welch that night the 28th.
Paul was invited to this fair as
cperator of the McAlister Rest
Roy Ray la • patient at the a judge of the Beagle Show.
Home in P'ulton died of a heart
Mrs. Evelyn Vaughn and Juliattack Tuesday afternoon Sept. Fulton Hospital due to a Verus.
us from Warrenburg, Mo visited
Carl
Hollingsworth
is
a
patient
17 at the Fulton Hospital.
relatives here and at Union City
Mr. McAlister, a retired farmthe past several days.
er, suffered a heart attack Mon- nine children. Mrs. Carl Hurst,
Ethel Calhoun who was
Mrs
day afternoon about 4 o'clock and Jacksonville, Fla; Mrs. George
In such a critical condition last
was taken to the hospital He was Humpreys, Detroit. Michigan; Mrs.
week due to a stroke seems to
thought to be getting along just Robert Miller of San Fransico.
be improving. Obi is a patient
Calif;
fine. when the suffered another
Duward, Joe. Forrest, John
at the Haws Hospital
attack Tuesday
Ronnie
afternoon and and Robert all of Fill
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nix from
of Tigerville, S. C. Eight granddied.
San Antonio, Texas s.re visiting
Mr. McAlister was born March children and four sisters, Mrs.
home folks_
3, 1898 in Hickman Co. and lived Sam Hicks, Mrs. Ole White and
Mr. and Mrs. Max Richards
around this county all his 11/e. Mrs. Ha Boaz all of Fulton, Mrs.
are visiting their parents. Mr and
He is surviyed by his wife, Mrs. Ira Bushart, Behtesda, Maryland.
Mrs. Dean Tamil and the RichGenevive Byrn McAlister, and One brother Vernon McAlister of
ards at Pulton.
-.
4,
,
Fulton

Byron McAlister

Double Feature
— PROGRAM —
Friday & Saturday

JOHN CARROLL
VIRGINIA BRUCE—In

JOHNNY MAC MOWN

"TWO GROOMS
FOR A BRIDE"

"FLASHING
GUNS"

Funeral services are being held
Thursday afternoon at 3:00 at
the
Wesley
Methodist Church
with The Rev. L. E. McCoy and
Rev. J P. McMinn officiating
Burial will be in Wesley Cem eterY.

-

Mrs. Atlia Row land and son,
Ken, and his girl friend of Detroit visited a few days here last
week.
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor was the Saturday p. m. guest of Mrs. Vodie
Floyd.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Emerson
and Bob of Newbern visited his
dad and mother, Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Emerson, Friday night. Other visitors were the Norman Crittenden's of Manlyville.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Rube Vincent were
Bro. and Mrs. Mayes and Jimmy. Mr. and Mrs. Bill Matthews
and Larry and Mr. and Mrs. A. A.
McGuire.
Mr and Mrs. L A. Rowland
of Lynn Grove, Mr. W. L Rowland and Allie were guests of
Mrs. Rogers and Alice Sunday
p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson
visited in LODE Oak Sunday as
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Carr and Randall.
Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Rickman
visited Mr. and Mrs. Noah McNett one day last week. Mr. McMitt is ill and is not improving
very much.
Mr. Sam Crittenden remains
ill in the home of his brother,
Tom Crittenden in Fulton.

year," Mr. Holbrook said.
The plant, now completed, has
an annual capacity of 250,000
hogs and 85,000 head of catUs.
The company now employs about
ZOO men and women.

Reelfoot Packing Co., which
completed the first unit of its
new Union City plant about three
years ago at a cost of $750,000,
has just completed its second
main building, a $1,500,000 unit
with a floor space of 88,000
square feet.
The cost of the two buildings,
plus a new service garage, a new
boiler house, and a new stockyard where the old plant now
stands, will bring the total outIay to around $3 million.
Work began Thursday in tearing down the old plant in its
entirety.
The facilities of the new plant,
including the new cafeteria, with
its new all-stainless steel equipment, are now in use.
C. T. Holbrook, plant manager. said that all departments,
except one, are now functioning
in the new plant. Everything is
produced in the new building, he
said.
"I expect that the work of dismantling the old building and
building the new stockyard will-.,
be finished by the end of the

00 TO CHURCH SUNDAY

8:
7:I
7:

Md Whip
SALAD DRESSING

TAYLOR CHEVROLET,INC.
— "Where the boat deals are Taylor-Made"
They sell the BEST
and Service the REST
Some of the Best used cars in town.
1953 Chev. with only 18,000 miles
1955 For

with only 13,000 miles

TAYLOR CHEVROLET, INC.
”Your authorised Chevrolet dealer in Fulton"
Telephone 38

Fourth Street

GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY

wEsx-eND vzsitelif n

Mrs. C C Walton front Memphis, Tenn spent the 's&-end
in Fulton with her *oast and
wife Mr and Mrs. Preston Ray
Sr.

Plus—Bill Posters (cartoon) — Jigger's My Wife!!

SUNDAY - MONDAY & TUESDAY
a story of Love...for Lovers!

FALL IS HERE....
.... and the time for preparing your
fall wardrobe is here, also!
Why not let us give your fall woolens that "smart" look with our expert
processing. We take great pride in
making you the best groomed couple
in town.

JUNE ALLYSON
ROSSANO BRAllI

1101 • FIMICI1SE ROM • MR WIES

asehi11111111

Plus—Latest News - SING SHOT (cartoon) and
JUST THE BEAR FACT. MAM!!

Starting Wednesday, Sept. 25th & 261k

Our employees are individual specialists for each type of garment you
may send to us. Rest assured every
garment will be given our undivided
attention.
Tell or ask our routeman, about
special care for special garments, or
spots to be take out.

FOR THE FIRST TIME ON THE SCREEN
Otto Preminger Presents
BERNARD SHAW'S

"SAINT JOAN"
Richard
Widmark

Starring
Richard
Todd

Anton
Walbrook

Also — Latest News Evental I

PARISIAN LAUNDRY
AND DRY CLEANERS
Telephone 14

SoultwigStsib Hog Feeds
Your hogs get a better start, grow faster, go to
market sooner when you feed Southern States hog feeds.
You save 1/3 on time and labor and you cut your feed
bill too. Disease danger greatly reduced. It all adds
up to more money for you.

Get Southern States Hog Feeds Now
per CRT.

17] Pig Start... Pellets—Supplement sow's milk
20% Sow & Pig Feed—for straight feeding sows and young
pigs up to 75 lbs.
0 35% Sow & Pig Supplement—Grower and fattener for
feeding with corn. Ideal for dry lot feding
j 40% Pork Maker—Grower and fattener for feeding with
corn. Ideal for pasture feeding

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
South Fulton

201 Central Ave.

$4.85
$4.50
S4.80

ppol01114116.

A

SOUTHERN
STATES
001.4 WPM

tv

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENCY

9:
10.,
10:1
10:
10:
11.01
11:1,
11:
11:
11:0 i
12:
1:11
1.
ILI a
2:1
2:30
1:00
3:
4.1 ,
4: •
COO
5:
I.
8:15
8:20
7:00
7:39
9:90
9:30
1030
111110
8:48
8:55
7:00
7:48
8:00
9:30
10110
19:15
10:30
10:48
1100
11:11
1115
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:30
1:00

, 1957
•
Led, has
250,000
' catUe.
,s about
DAY

ICFVS
CHANNEL -12

2.15
1:30
300
3:45
4:00
4:30
500
5:30
5:40
6:00
1:05
6:15
6:30
7:00
730
0:00
8:30
900
9 30
10:00
10:30
11:00

Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Jimmy Dean Show
Cartoon Capers
Guy Lombardo Show
Trouble With Father
The Little Rascals
Hartoons
Looney Tunes
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
The Falcon
Mr. Adams & Eve
Three Musketeers
West Point
Destiny
Undercurrent
Peron to Person
0. Henry Playhouse
Jim Bowie
News & Weather

•54 Today's Weather
7-00 Captain Kangaroo
7.45 Morning News
7:55 Coffee Break
5:00 Gary Moore Show
Sept Is — Seed. 25
8:30 Godfrey Time
9:30 Strike It Rich
Thursday
10:00 Hotel Cosmopolitan
0:46 Morving News
10:15 Love of Life
6:55 Today's Weather
10:30 Search For Tomorrow
7:00 Captain Kang,agroo
10:46 Guiding Light
7:45 Morning News
11:00 This Is your Music
8:00 Garry Moore Show
11:15 Watching The Weather
640 Godfrey Time
11:25 News
9:30 Strike It Rick
11:110 As The World Turns
1000 Hotel Cosmopolitan
12:00 Beat the Clock
10:15 Love of Li&
12:30 House Party
10:30 Search for Tomorrow
1:00 The Big Payoff
10:45 Guiding Light
1:30 The Verdict ta Yours
11:00 This Is Your Music
2:00 Brighter Day
11:15 Watching The Weather
2:15 Secret Storm
11:31 News
2:30 Edge of Night
11:30 Al The World Throe
3:00 Jimmy Dean Show
12:00 Beat the Clock
Saturday
3:45 Cartoon Capers
11:30 House Party
7.30 Captain Kangaroo
4:00 Cowboy Corral
1:00 The Btg Payoff
8 30 Looking For Knowledge 5:00 Wild Bill Hickok
120 The Verdict Is Yours
9 00 Susan's Show
5:30 Hartoons
200 Brighter Day
9 30 It's A Hit
5:40 Looney Tunes
2:18 Secret Storm
16 00 Big Top
6:00 Scoreboard
2:30 Edge of Night
11 00 Western Roundup
6:05 Watching The Weather
11 45 Dizzy Dean Show
3:00 Jimmy Dean Show
6.15 Douglas Edwards
3:45 Cartoon Callers
12:25 Game of the Week
8:30 Robin Hood
400 Guy Lombardo Show
(Cards vs Redltes)
7:00 The Whiting Girls
4:30 Troubie with Pather
3:30 Hollywood Matinee
7:30 Richard Diamond
8:00 The Little Rascals
6:30 Soldiers of Fortune
8:00 Burns & Allen
5:30 Loony, Tunes
7:00 Wyatt Earp
8:30 Talent Scouts
4:00 The Scoreboard
9 00 Dr. Hudson's Journal
7:30 Jimmy Durant.
4111 Watching The Weather
8:00 Gale Storm Show
9 30 Man Called X
4:15 Douglas Edwards
830 Have Gun Will Travel
10:00 State Trooper
6:30 Annie Oakley
10:30 Channel 12 Theatre
9:00 Gunsmoke
7:00 Waterfront
1200 News & Weather
9:30 Grunch & Des
7:30 Playhouse 90
10:00 Lawrence Walk Show
Tuesday
8:00 Highway Patrol
11:00 Channel 12 Theatre
6:45 Morning News
9:30 Climax
12:00 News & Weather
6:55 Today's Weather
10:Xl Channel 12 Theatre
Sunday
7:00 Captain Kangaroo
11'00 News & Weather
800 Lamp Unto My Feet
7:45 Morning News
8:30 Look Up and Live
Prklay
9:00 U N In Action
8:46 Morning News
9:30 Camera Three
4:55 Today's Weather
10:00
Lot's Take A Trip
700 Captain Kangaroo
10:10 Man To Man
7:40 Morning News
10:45 The Living Word
8:00 Garry Moore Show
11:00 Heckle & Jock's
9:30 Strike It Rich
11:30 Wild Bill Hickok
101/0 Hotel Cosmopolitan
1200 Pro Football
19:15 Love of Life
(New York vs Detroit)
10:30 Search for Tomorrow
2:30 Pro Football Review
10:45 Guiding Light
.2:45 World News Roundup
1100 This Is Your Musk
3:00 This Is The Life
11:11 Watching The Weather
3:30 What one Person can do
11:25 News
4:00 Pace 'Ms Nance
11:34 As The World /Urns
430 Special News
12:00 Beat the Clock
(Korea)
12:30 House Party
5:00 The Last Word
1:00 The Big Payoff
5:30 You Are There
1:30 The Verdict is Yours
8:00 Telephone Time
1:00 Brighter Day
6:30 Jack Benny
7:00 G. L Theatre
7:30 Hitchcock Presents
/I,
Hearing Aid
8:00 $64,000 Challenge
6:30 Count of Monte Cristo
Complete Line
9:00 Ed Sullivan
or all makes of beartng aide
Vt ear Heartag Aid Depart- 10:00 Captain David Grief
meat as your fleet opportunity. 10:30 Channel 12 Theatre
12:00 News & Weather

7:53 Coffee Break
COO Gary Moors Show
8:30 Godfrey Time
9:00 Godfrey Time
9:15 Godfrey Time
9-30 Strike It Rich
1000 Hotel Cosmopolitan
10:15 Love of Life
10:30 Search For Tomorrovr
10:45 Guiding Light
11:00 This is your Music
11:15 Watching the Weather
11:25 News
11:30 As The World Turns
12:00 Beat the Clock
12:30 House Party
1:00 The Big Payoff
1:30 The Verdict is Yours
2:00 Brighter Day
2:15 Secret Storm
3:3e Edge of Night
300. Jimmy Dean Show
3:45 Home & Market
4:00 Cowboy Corral
3:00 Superman
545 Hartoons
5:40 Looney Tunes
5:50 Sunny Funnies
II:00 The Scoreboard
606 Watching The Weather
Or15 Douglas Edwards
630 Name That Tune
7:00 Phil Silvers
7:10 Spotlight Playhouse
800 964,000 Question
8:30 Playhouse of Mystery
9:00 To Tell The Truth
9:311 Eve Arden Show
10:00 The Silent Service
10:30 Channel 12 Theatre
11:30 News & Weather

DUALS CONVENTION
About 8,000 delegates and
guests from the 48 States, Puerto
Rico, Hawaii, Alaska and the District of Columbia will attend the
70th general conference of the
National Guard Association of
the United States in Louisville
Oa. 7-10.
7:55
8:00
8:30
8:45
9:30
10:00
10:15
1030
10:45
11:00
11:30
11:30
12:00
13:80
1:00
1:30
200
2:15

use

3:00
345
4:00

4:15
5:30
8:00
6:05
6:15
4:30
700
7:30
8:00
9:00
10:00
10:30
11:00

Wednesday
6:45 Morning News
6:55 Today's Weather
7:00 Captain Kangaroo
7:45 Morning News

Coffee Break
Gary Moore Show
Morning Meditation
Godfrey Time
Strike It Rich
Hotel Cosmopolitan
Love of Life
Search For Tomorrow
Guiding Light
This is Your Music
Watching The Weather
As The World Turns
Besk-rese Clock
House Party
The Big Payoff
The Verdict is Yours
Brighter Day
Secret Storm
Edge of Night
Jimmy Dean Show
Cartoon Capers
Guy Lombardo show
Cowboy Corral
Cisco Kid
The Scoreboard
Watching The Weather
Douglas Edwards
Sheen*, Queen of Jungle
The Millionaire
I've Got A Secret
U. S. Steel Hour
The Big Record
Frontier Dr.
The Falcon
News & Weather

The Fulton News, Thursday,

Mrs. Brooks Oliver Is
Named President Of
Chestnut Glade PTA
The Chestnut Glade P. T. A.
met for the first meeting of the
new year at 7:30 p. m. September 6, 1957.
Officers for this year are: Mrs.
Brooks Oliver, president; Mrs.
George Mac Terrell, vice-president; Mrs. Billy Parrish, secretary and Mrs. Billy Copeland,
treasurer.
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mittees: publications, Mrs. Paul
Nanny; finance, Mrs. Billy Copeland; hospitality, Mrs. Paul Howard; publicity, Mrs. Harvey
Vaughn; program, Mrs. Clyde
Stewart; membership, Mrs. Willie
Harwood.
During the business meeting
plans for the school fair were
discussed. Chairman for each department were chosen. Final
plans will be made on Friday
night, September 13.
The next regular meeting will
be on October 3, 1957.
Mrs. B. Parrish—Secretary

The president has appointed as.
chairman of the following corn-

GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY

GUARANTEED RECONDMONED
USED CARS

KING MOTOR COMPANY
a demonstration of the new 1957 PONTIAC
call Molly King at 1267 or 89.
Office, 115 Carr
Used Cars, 101 W. State Line
For

ORE and BETTER

38

ol

CITY DRUG CO.

ies Lake Street

Phone 711

GRA INI
when you use

Southern States Small Grain Seed

Monday
CO Morning News

cox"

Scottish pageantry on display!

The EllikiclIc
Watch

•4

.sr

BARLEY

;

WHEAT

it

ere's W

Scotland's world-famous
Royal Highland Regiment

• Seed

featuring
•Regimental Band
•Massed Pipers
•and Highland
Dancers

• Seed

is true to variety.
is treated for smut and other seed
borne diseases.

.
I

Seed

is high germinating.
DS

A magnificent spectacle
ef marching ceremoniet
rousing bond music
and thrilling dances.

Seed
seed

Tuesday, Oct. 15
8 p.m. (CDT)

•

Kentucky Fair and Exposition
Center, Louisville

is high in

purity.

is guaranteed. (A guarantee with
meeting.)

1

II A T
REAM,
GROW

Seed a new, improved varieties avaNable.

4.85
$3, $2 and $1 reserved seats
Nam wow. drum dwWIW MEOW

L50

L80

I

L85

Mee anie

111

The Black Watch
525 W. Broadway, Louisville 2, Ky.

dr

for
_ . reserved seats
Enclosed is $
at $ __ each for the BLACK WATCH, Tuesday,
October 15, at 8 p.m., at the Kentucky Fair and
Exposition Center, Louisville.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

L

NM MIN

Wky Combft re
''‘V)

A very poor harvest season such as we had this year is
harmful to the production of good quality small grain
seed. Southern States supply is good, but with heavier
than usual demand the supply could become short.

See Your Local

SOUTHERN
STATES
OPOWI.

-------STATE _____
MOM MOB UM Male

..rder MUM 1111111

Benefit of the Kentucky Press Fund
for Crippled Children

SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE
Sorvice Agoncy

..4i4 14.440.4

4•••

4 ••-

• 11•1•

Jo•

:14•

•

ob*

OmKen-Tenn Marketing Center

FARM FACTS
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Citizens Of Tomorrow

NEW WHEAT PROGRAM

Mr. Roy C. Gray, Chairman of
WE'VE MOVED: Now located in NOW is the time to get your HAVE YOU shopped at our FOR RENT: Floor sanding malarge display room for your
chine and electric floor polish- the State ASC Committee anTypewriter and Adding Maclarger quarters for your coner and electric vacuum clean- nounced today that general proplumbing needs? See our huge
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
venience, just 3 doors east at
ers. Exchange Furniture Oa visions of recent legislation perstocks of kitchen and bathPeeples, Service Manager of
212 Main Street, in the former
Phone 35, Church Street
room fixtures; newest styles,
The Harvey Caldwell ComHuddleston Building. Forrestmitting whose wheat acreage alpany, DRIVE-IN Office Outcolors; prices to fit your poclotment is less than 30 acres to
er's Shoe Shop, where you will
FOR
maple
Two-piece
SALE:
fitters, Phone 874.
ketbook. Open anytime, day
grow up to 30 acres of wheat for
find all kinds of dress and
bedroom suite (dresser and
or night at 909 Arch Street.
work shoes for men.
bed) slightly used. $156.75 use exclusively on the farm
"We carry parts and-- materiWE HAVE
value for $97.50. Exchange Fur- where produced. The new provials."
Campbell's Plumbing
sion will apply only to 1958 and
DANCING classes for beginners
RCA WHIRLPOOL
Company.
niture
Shop. Telephone 1037R.
future crops and does not apply
inclluding Balieti Tap, AohoCOMBINATION WASHER
belle; ages four and five, to
COST OF Things Going Up fast- to the 1957 and prior wheat crops.
AND DRYER
Another provision contained in
er than your income? You can
begin at 11:45 a. m. on Septem- RANGES, REFRIGERATORS MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and
automatic
models.
$139.95
ber 23rd, third floor of Court
make more full or part time as this law provides that no acreAIR CONDITIONERS
and up. Sales and service.
House. Fulton Dance studio,
a Rawleigh Dealer in Fulton. age seeded to wheat for harvest
Bennett Electric, Phone 201
TRADE• NOW
under the direction af RoseSee or write Grace Walker 601 as grain in 1958 or thereafter in
mary Peterson.
W. State Line, Fulton or write excess of the wheat acreage allotWORK shoes $3.95 up. All
Rawleigh's Dept. K,y1-1071-RR, ment on any farm, regardless of
H&M
lengths, widths. Forrester's
the size of the wheat allotment.
Freeport, Ill.
Shoe Shop.
MOIIAWK CARPET
shall.be considered in establishTEl EVISION
TlftE SALE at Bennett's Cities ing future State, county, or farm
Service on Fourth Street and acreage allotments.
,WALL-TO-WALL
You're always welcome
Fulton
Street
400 Main
Maynard's Cities Service on
The revision in farm law relatat
SIZE
ROOM
OR
Martin Highway!
ing to acreage allotments and
K. P. DALTON'S
HOME FURNISHINGS - Coal marketing quotas will enable a
Call Us to estimate your job! FOR THE BEST Deal un Office
Furniture buy Shaav-Walker.
stoves $32.50 to $64.93. Combin- livestock and poultry producer
Wo also install linoleum, aspLIQUOR STORE
See James 0. Butts at The
ation coal and gas cook stoves who has a small allotment or no
aid tile, rubber tile and plastic
Co..
Caldwell
Harvey
rile.
$30.00. Ringer type washers allotment to increase wheat proMayfield
Hiway
Fulton
Outfitters,
Office
DRIVE-IN
$24.95 at Wade's Used Furni- duction in 1958 and thereafter
674. We trade for your
FULTON HARDWARE Phone
ture Store. Trade with Wade and not be liable for marketing
old equipment.
Cold Wines, cold beer
and Save. 112 Main St. Phone quota penalties.
and Furniture Company
All popular brands of
478.
A number of limitations are
Phone 1
- IN Lake Street
whiskies, gins, eta.
placed on the production and use
WARD'S
of wheat under the new proviGranite
FREE PARKING
sion. Producers, to be eligible to
MUSIC SHOP
World's Finest Quality
grow up to 30 acres without penMONUMENTS
FOR SALE: New limed oak bedalty, for the 1958 crop, must sign
room suite, slightly damaged A monument can forever an application prior to planting
RCA and Magnavox
Zenith T V
$189.50 value for $159.50 at express your
time on the farm, or October 15,
devotion.
TV and Hi-Fi
Exchange Furniture Company.
whichever is later, and his
Repair Service
We of4'er a wide selection 1957,
Union City
Phone 1555
application must be approved by
BUT W. L. Douglas shoes in of deaigna to meet every the county Agricultural Stabili(Complete stock)
Fulton at Forrester's Shoe preference.
zation and Conservation commitROPER'S TV SERVICE Good selection of records Shop.
tees. These applications will be
LEE
GILBERT
available in ASC county offices
on LP and 45 rpm
PIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
Phone 307 Mail orders-Special order! expert rebuilding, recondition- WATER VALLEY, KY. soon.
Main St.
ing, eta. Timm's Furniture
Authorized Zenith Dealer
Highway 46
Phone 22M
The new date for the Purchase
Company, Union City, Tenn.
Feeder Sale is October 11. 1957
WELLS
DRJLIXD
for
MIIIIMIZY
PETE'S GARAGE SAFETY-TOE shoes are always and home& Modem s
and will be held at the Berry
FARM REAL ESTATE LOANS:
available at Forrester's Shoe
and Whitford Stock Yards, MayTo provide working capital,
mmt,
aspWlmseocl
worinmss.
Shop.
Fulton, Ky.
term. U. S. 51 North
long
interest,
low
Write or eat Wawa Ob. field, Kentucky.
Any farmer who has Feeder
Stephenson, Phone
Charlie
Phone 241, Fulton, Ky.
HI-Fl headquarters: Records, reAcross From Zippy Cafe
calves for sale about this time
61, Fulton.
cord players, Hi-Fl latest hit FOR
SALE: Green studio couch should cantact his County Agri24-HOUR WRECKER AND
tunes, LP and EP albums.
and matching chair. A $225.00 cultural Agent at once. The latest
Wade TV, 206 Main Street,
GARAGE SERVICE
value for only $135.00 at Ex- date for consignment will be SepFulton.
change Furniture Company.
tember 12.
TENN.
CITY,
UNION
JUNK YARD
FOR SALE: Dixie electric range,
THUR.- FRI - SAT
full size, almost new. $115.00
USED CARS AND PARTS
Kaatusiky Soybean thwart Eons
CASHION'S
at Exchange Furniture ComThe Chairman of the Fulton
Phones:
pany.
County ASC Committee, Ftby
Specialized, Service
Garage 9134; Home 1795
Bard, announced today that $2.06
per bushel will be the 1957 Crop
CALL 559
FARM LOANS
Soybean Support Rate for the
-All Mowers Sharpened
COLDEST BE
classes cif green soybean and yelLong Term.-Rotary Blades Safety
low soybean grading No. 2 or betSharpened and Balanced
-Easy Payments
ter and containing from 13.8 to
IN TOWN!
-All Engines Repaired
14 percent moisture. Mr. Bard exATKINS, HOLMAN -Authorized CI:71ton Service plained that there will be a
Lake Street Liquor Store
twenty-five cent bushel discount
-Clinton Engines and Parts
AND FIELDS
for black, brown and mixed soyAcross from
-Factory Trained Mechanics
beans placed under loan.
-Prompt Efficient Service
Coca-Cola Plant
Mr. Bard also stated that the
-All Work Guaranteed
$1.08 per bushel rate applies to
List
your
-Also Electric Motors
Plenty Free Parking!
all counties in the state and loans
ADDED - "DANIEL BOONE,
Farm and town Property
-Wiring, Refrigeration.
will be available from time of
TRAIL BLAZER"
with the
harvest o January 31, 1958. Loans
Appliance, Repair.
SUN
MON - TUES
will be available of both Farm
FULTON WEAL MATH CO. -Free Engine Examination
Stored and Warehouse loans. For
"Always At Year Servies"
further information contact the
See them when you want
BARGAINS - $24.95 radio, ABC Office.
to BUY OR SELL.
$14.95, Living Room Suite,
COOK'S LIQUOR
$12.50 to $32.50, Table Lamps.
Aile Main Et.
$3.50 to $5.50, Sewing Machine
Phone
STORE
$12.50 at Wade's Used Furni201 Commercial Ave. Felten
ture Store. Trade with Wade
and Save. 112 Main St. Phone
Cold Wines, cold beer
478.
All popular brands of
FARM LOANS: Long term,
Granite and Marble
low interest rates on real
whiskies, gins, etc.
Any size or shape
estate. Charles Cannon Phone
61, Fulton.
Open 6 days each week.

OFF
ton flel
five hoi
a week
sights,
end at I
Top row, 41 to r): first young man is unidentified;
MARY ELIZABETH ANDERSON, age 9, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Anderson of Water Valley Route 2,
and granddaughter of Mr. Enoch Smith, Guntersville,
Ala.; DANNY GUY LATTA, age 21 .), son of Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Latta of Fulton Route one, and grandson of
Mr. Frank Owen of Water Valley Route One and of
Mr. and Mrs. Jim.,Ashley, Fulton Route One.
Second row,(1 th Fl: TERESA LUSK, age 4, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Lusk of Cayce and granddaughter of Mrs. Bessie Bonds and Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Lusk; DIANE SHARP, age 9, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Sharpe of Fulton and granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Alton Matheny; LINDA HOLLAND,age 9, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Holland of Fulton and
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Hutchens and Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Holland.

Rev. F. L. Lawrence
Honored By His Church

WALDRON

Whet-111U al

will haunt you
famed

MONUMENTS

SEMiN%

Shipped from one of the
largest Monument works
in the U. S.

FULTON DRIVE-IN
-THEATRELocated 1% miles Soutt of Fulton on Martin Hiway

THURSDAY-FRIDAY,SEPTEMBER 19-20

Island In The Sun

Union City Marble
and Granite Works
Court Square
Phone: Office 269;
Home 1946

With James Mason, Joan Fontaine

OPENING FOR

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21

Representative
THE

GAMBLER
NATCHEZ
'MIA PAW • BINIUMEEZ
"'1''
eirmy_10....c. • I•44•41 41 701. C•4

GUY MADISON 'P*TIClAIUSA
•1111 BEAST of
HOLLOW MOUNTAIN
,

c•syy by OG

unco

beleased

v UMW beds

SUNDAY & MONDAY SEPTEMBER 22-23
RICHARD WIDMARK
TREVOR HOWARD
JANE GREER

PLUS
SECOND BIG
-FEATUREVICTOR

‘.1 roF
Illammel
OMNI NM

niF.Ana.

MATURE

In Fulton County
We have an opening for one
representative in Fulton County who has had experience in
selling. Insurance experience is
not necessary, but helpful.
Leads are furnished from
mailing, radio and TV advertising. Liberal first commission and renewals.
Our line features the latest
in disability, hospitalization
and life contracts.
A late-model car and at
least a high school education
are required.
This is a special opportunity for the right man. All
replies held confidential, of
course.

sic

Write Box 627, Paducah, Ky.
Telephone 241616

The First Holiness Church of
Coin TelePhowee
Mar
Fulton is giving their pastor, Rev.
F. L. Lawrence his first anniverAt the end of 1986 there were
sary for eleven years of service, over 917,000 Bell flysteen cotn
Oct. 1st. thru the 6th.
telephones. including 94.000 in
He came to Fulton eleven years outdoor booths

"One good turn Je4ervectsi 2notlier
"but not often ...with 13eautyrest"
-svg Don Veroid
CeN

SALE: Used oil heaters $14.95
and up. Exchange Furniture
Company, Church Street, Fulton.

WE PRINT hundreds of thousands of envelopes, statements, letterheads, business
cards and office forms yearly for businessmen all over
the Ken-Tenn area, right in
our own well-equipped shop.
Send us your next order. The
Fulton News, phone 470:
"The printing number".
SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
40% DOWN. U% in 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.
CALL 62 - lei

Wick Smith Agoakey
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-KING-0-HEAT 80- lb coal heaters $52.50. Liberal trade-in. Exchange Furniture Company,
Church Street, Fulton.
SPECIAL - $59.95 Cedar Chest
$32.50. Dining Table and Chairs
$12.50 to $32.50. Chiffarobes
$10.00 to $12.50. Extra Good 11
ft. Deep Freeze $140.00. Gate
Leg Table and Chairs $24.95 at
Wade's Used Store. 112 Main
St. 478.

Charges.

National Travelers
Insurance Agency

S L/PENSCOPIE
trat 11111111111.1111

FRUIT TREE and general
orchard pruning, also shrubbery pruning and tree surgery.
Years of experience. Write or
call W. A. Ledbetter, Fulton
Route 2; phone Fulton 1416112.

Rim F. L. Lawrenne

ago, when the church was very
much in need of leadership. He
did not have many members but
the Lord blessed him in his effort and raised up friends for
him, which we are very thankful
of until this day. He blessed him
to finish a beautiful Parsonage
for the church, and done much
work on the church and lawn.
Rev. Lawrence has held an office in many local organizations
and became -a member of the
ministerial alliance and P. T. A.
of South Fulton Rosenwald
school. Some years ago the building heating system was coal, today it is gas. Hard wood floors,
beautiful decorated new Physical Education building on the
Campus and a spacious play
ground far games and other improvements.
, Rev. Lawrence is a member of
the Fu 1 ton Hospital Staff where
be has been blessed to serve for
ten year, and comfort the hearts
of many broken families.

Scat(

MAYBE you turn your mattress so
much you keep it spinning like
• top. But you don't need to, lilt's a
Beautyrest.
Beautyrest has that independent spring
action that keeps it in shape. Just turn

k your usual way the first few months

until the felt padding has leveled."
'Then turn it only 4 or 5 times a year.
That's all.

get your Beautyrest, you
might miss all the exercise you had before with your old mattress. Try deep
knee bends. As for me,1 bets exercise.

Once you

You ean see 13eautyrest af--

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
"4 FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE"
WALNUT ST.
FU.LTON, KY.
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